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The American, British, Canadian and Australian Armies Standardization
Program is one of several programs designed to promote cooperative efforts
between the United States and its allies.

NTERNATIONAL
COOPERATIVE
PROGRAMS
.. . As Simple As ABCA
By COL

Introduction
Peace has a way of eroding the capability of an Army to fight along-side an
ally. The United States has been rudely
reminded of this fact throughout this
century. World Wars I and 11, and the
Korean and Vietnam confhctsrequired
adju tments to varying degrees to operating in a theater involving major and
minor campaigns where allied forces
operated on the flank Or as part ofa U.S.allied combined force.
In each instance OUf capacity to interoperate improved over time but at a
high cost in scarce resources. As a result,
many international programs promoting rationalization, standardization and
interoperability (RSI) through allied and
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U.S. cooperation exist to reduce the
tendency of nati<ims to pursue narrow,
unilateral approaches in meeting
national defense requirements.
U.S. Army policy supports several
basic priorities to enhance our ability
to fight beside other allied armed forces
using compatible doctrine. This doctrine reflect common tactics, enables
the Army to communicate and coordi·
nate plans and actions, permits sharing
consumables such as fuel, food and
ammunition and provides the ability to
care for each other's casualties,
ensuring mutually high standards of
medical support.
There are now numerous fora in
which the Army participates to achieve

the degree ofRSI nece sary to conduct
a successful military operation involving coalition warfare. Chief among
them a,re bilateral contacts between
friendly armies that encompass regularly scheduled staff talks, the North
Allantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
forums involving research groups,
armaments groups, panels and other
working parties and the American,
British, Canadian, Australian (ABCA)
(Quadripartite) Armies Standardization
Program.

The ABCA Armies Program
The ABCA Armies Program was initiated shortly after the end of World
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War II but is not currently well known.
The origin of the program can be traced
directly to the close cooperation developed during World War II. Within 24
months after "V-E Day" the de ires of
General Eisenhower and Field Marshall
Montgomer to maintain hard earned
interoperability between U.. and UK
forces had found voice in the 19 7
"Plan to Effect Standardization." The
plan was promoted by the ruted tate,
Great Britain and Canada and was
de igned to eliminate obstacles to
cooperation. For the first time, equipment began to appear in the three
armie with the designation ABC
preceding the model and nomenclature
of the item.
By 1963, Au tralia joined the program and in 1964 the formal program
was ratified by the current agreement
titled "Basic tandardization Agreement 1964" (BSA 1964). New Zealand
associated in 1965 and, although not a
ignatory to the BSA, till maintains a
close tie and end a senior officer to
the ABCA TEAL (Tactics, Equipment
and Logi tic) conference rotated
among the four countrie about every

18 monrhs. The TEAL is attended by the
ABCA Armies vice/deputy chiefs ofstaff
who provide senior level guidance, priorities and direction for tandardization
action.
A k a service member what the ABCA
is and most likely you will get a
rejoinder that may ound like thi , "It
isanewmu icalhardrockgroup," ")t'
a training aid for first graders;' or ")
don't know, but I'll play this game, what
is it?" Eyen though the program ha
been around for more than 40 years it
still remains relatively unknown and
poorly understood by most soldiers.
With the changes going on throughout
the world it i quite possible that ABCA
will assume a new significance in the
life of a professional oldier and therefore increasing awareness of its existence is important.

Structure
It helps immensely to know the structure of something to better understand
functioning. Structurally, ABCA consists of senior officer leaders (usually
brigadier generals) appointed by each

army and termed the Washington Standardization Officers (WSO). They are
the focal point to guide and manage the
program through monthly meetings in
Washington to discuss policies, program and procedures and resolve any
national differences through direct contact. Deputy WSOs are appointed by the
WSO to undertake duties on behalf of,
or as directed by, the WSO a needed.
A Primary Standardization Office
(PSO),locatcd in Wa hington, DC, performs the administrative and secretarial support required to run the program.
This office consists of a director
(colonel rank), provided by the countries on a rotational basis, and a
lieutenant colonel (the Primary tandardization Officer or PSO) from each
country plu other required taff
provided by tbe four countries.
The key working elements of the program are the Quadripartite Working
Groups (QWGs). Currently, 18 QWGs
exist to exchange information, de\'elop
concepts, recommend areas for cooperation and standatdization, develop
Quadripartite tandardization Agreements (QSTAGS) and assist the WSOs
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where required to maintain the standardization achieved to date.
QSTAGS are formal agreements that
are ultimately incorporated into HHow
to Fight" manuals and MILSPEC!
MlLSTDS and define the level of standardization to be achieved and maintained in materi.el and non-materiel
fields. They represent the culmination
of much thought evaluation and coordination to enhance interoperability.
The current QWGs are: Air Defense;
Infantry; Armor; Intelligence; Army
Operational Re earch; logistics; Aviation; Nuclear-Biological-Chemical
Defense; Combat Developments;
Command and Control· Proofing,
Inspection, and Quality Assurance;
Communication and Information
Systems; Surface-tO-Surface Artillery;
Electronic Warfare; Engineering Standardization; SurveiUance, Target
Acquisition, and Night Observation;
Engineers; and Health Service Support.

Evaluation
In March 1989, a field training exercise (FTX), CALTROP Force '89, evaluated 102 QSTAGS (87 ratified and 15
draft) that were previously reviewed
and recommended by the QWGs.
Selected U.S. and aWed Army, Navy,
Marine and Air Force elements participated in the CODtinuOU 12 day foreeon-force exercise conducted at Fort
Hunter Liggett, CA. Friendly maneuver
forces included a U.S. brigade headquarter which commanded and controlled one battalion from each ABCA
Army. The FTX included ground, sea
and air operations with initial airborne,
amphibious and air assaults providing
an excellent mix of joint and combined
forces realistic training. It was also a fertile envirorunent to evaluate procedures,
interoperability and identify areas
requiring new or revised agreements.

Results
The FTX, using fully integrated ABCA
evaluation team, was invaluable in
assessing the capability of the forces to
interoperate. The extraordinary training opportunity was unprecedented in
the life of the ABCA Program. The
results reflected an astoni hingly complete interoperability on 50 QSTAGs
and partial interoperability on 42
others. 1\vo were found to comain no
interoperability, one was recommended to be cancelled while seven
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were declared un uited for evaluation
at the level of this FTX.
All [nail, a remarkable degree of compatibilit existed among the forces as
reflected in the evaluation for QSTAGs,
some drafted literally decades ago and
having been only academically evaluatedpriorlo CALTROP FORCE '89. The
end result clearly demonstrated that we
are on the right track. ABCA national
terminology peculiarities did present
sufficient ambiguity to warrant pubIJ hing a "Staff Officer's Handbook" to
clarify term, but was not a major
hindrance for coordinating activities.

Army Materiel Command Role
To carry out in-COuntry liaison ith
the ABCA coumries, ach Army designates a senior standardization representative located in the capital city of each
of the other countries. They work
directly with the staffs and agencies of
the Army to which they are accredited
and become an in-country pOint ofcontact. Other standardization representatives can be placed in the ABCA
countries as required, subject to agreement between the concerned Armies.
Offices are established in each ABCA
country's capital, called the National
Standardization Office (NSO), to coordinate the ABCA Program within its
own Army. These office vary in size
and operating procedures but they
manage day-to-day participation in the
program by the four armies. The U.S.
Army NSO is located in the Army
Materiel Command's Office for International Cooperative Programs in Washington, DC. That office staffs and
operates the SO and acts as the U.S.
Army action agent for the ABCA Armies
Standardization Program, except the
TEAL conferences.

The U.. Army cunemly has research,
development and standardization
groups in each ABCA capital. A group
in West Germany, and offices in France
and Japan that are not related to the
ABCA pwgrams, do many similar misions. All are as igned to AMC.
The U.. Army group in london
repre ents the oldest and largest such
Army group. There are five senior
officers stationed in london to perform
ABCA duties with the group. They perform dutie involving various international cooperative efforts between the
United Kingdom's R&D establishments
and their counterpart at AMC's major
subordinate command and laboratories. They also attend the military standardization programs of the NATO
working party and Atlantic Council
panel meeting where current or emerging operational requirements are
addressed. They also take part in the
Technical Cooperation Program ubgroups, action groups and technical
panels held in the host cOllmry.

Conclusion
The ABCA Program will undoubtedly
remain an important vehicle to achieve
increased combined combat power in
an era of declining defense budgets,
changing threats, revised R&D objectives, slowing modernization efforts
and increased personnel turbulence.
Maintaining a close and mutually
beneficial alliance is extremely difficult
under the best of condition . The elui"e goal of interoperability is a constantly moving target. The ABCA
Program focuses national will and
effon and pwvides rhe framework so
vital to e tabLishing and sustaining a key
program that help u pool our defen e
resources and build defen e musclemuscle that could be needed if history
can be relied upon to reflect our future
from ur past.

COL e.e. SM1THiscommanderof
the u.s. Army Research, Development and Standardization Group
(United Kingdom). He is a graduate
of East Tennessee State University
and holds an M.5. degree from
Purdue University and a Certificate
of Advanced Study fl"Om the johns
Hopkins UniVel"sify.
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THE ARMY'S
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
FOR
AUTOMATIC
TARGET
RECOGNITION
TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
The Army has de\.ised an investment
strategy to guide its approach to developing automatic target recognition
(ATR) technology. This investment
strategy provides the philosophy and
establishes the appropriate balance for
the Army's technology base program in
ATR. The strategy balances short-term
applications focusing on aided target
recognition projects and longer term
investments in autonomous target
recognition capability.ln this way, ATR
development should meet the needs of
both current and future systems.
At the same time, a technology
development plan (TDP) was devised to
baseline the program schedule, cost,
and major technical milestones for each
of the technology base projects that are
critical to the advancement of ATR technology. A.ll critical ATR projects were
included whether they are funded by
the Army or by other organizations,
such as the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA).
Together, the investment strategy and
the TDP provide a common set of
objectives, exit criteria and guidance for
focusing resources and ensuring maximum progress in the development of
ATR technology for Army applications.

Background
Recognizing the capabilities prom-

4

By Dr. Arthur R. Sindoris and
Dr. Norman J. Berg
ised by ATR technology and its potential for solving many high-priority
battlefield deficiencies, the Training
and Doctrine COmmand (TRADOC)
has made known its strong support for
Army investment in ATR. Accordingly,
the deputy as istant ecretary for
research and technology in the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Research, Development, and Acquisilion (OASA(RDA) requested the AmlY
Materiel Command and the Army Corps
of Engineers to develop a comprehensive investment strategy for ATR technology. The Signatures, Sensors, and
Signal Processing Technology Organization of the U.S. Army Laboratory
Command led the preparation of the investment strategy and companion TDP.
The investment philosophy was
established in a eries of technical
workshops that were held with the
technical directors of the major subordinate commands (MSCs) and the lab
directors involved in executing major
technology base project inATR. Based
on their assessments of the technical
progress and status of current ATR
projects, workshop participants agreed
on an investment philosophy aimed at
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producing the ATR technology needed
in the 1990s.
Once the philosophy and strategy
were established, a number of technical working group sessions were convened to devise a comprehensive
development pLan. Senior technical
experts from each MSC reviewed the
approximately 100 on-going ATR
related projects in the Army technology ba e, examining the technical
approaches, e..xpected reSUlts, risks, and
milestones. The projects were priority
ranked based on objectives, timeliness,
technical products, and overall support
for the technology needs of Army system developers. Project schedules were
adjusted to ensure alignment with technology insertion mile tones in system
development schedules. Program
enhancements were recommended to
close technical gaps, and joint demonstration projects were recommended to
facilitate the transfer of technology
from the laboratories to the field.
The TDP that resulted from tbe
deliberations of these expert working
groups serves as the road map for the
Army's investment in ATR technology.
The investment strategy and technology development plan were presented
to the MSC technical directors, the Technology Base Advisory Group, and
(OASA(RDA}). In February 1990, the
deputy assistant secretary for research
and technology approved the plan
for implementation.
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Aided vs. Autonomous
Target Recognition
The di tinction between aided and
aUlonomou types of ATR is one of
degree of automation. Aided target
recognition refers to an automatic
cueing ptoces in which a signalprocessing system assists a buman operator in recognizing targets. AutonomOllS target recognition implies a fully
automated process with no operator
involvement; once activated, such a
ystem recognizes targets and initiates
weapon action. Clearly, autonomous
target recognition is a much more
ambitious goal than aided target
recognition.
Automatic target recognition CATR) in
general comprises varying degrees of
automation, including both the aided
and autonomous types. ATR is defined
as a function occurring after target signaru re data are collected by a sensor (or
multiple sensors), in which signal
processing (software and algorithms)
and ignal processors (hardware) classify, recognize, identify, interpret, and
display the significance of target data,
for the purpose of initiating real- or
near·real-time action or providing
options for action to an external system
operator. (This general definition of
ATR is not intended to cover reconnais·
sance activities, such as automatic
photo interpretation.)

ATR Investment Strategy
During the technical wOtkshops on
the ATR investment strategies, different
proposals were considered, three of
which are shown below:
• Invest in tbe fundamental underpinnings and systematic understanding
of ATR technology, with transitions
occurring when the technology is ready.
• Allocate available ATR technology
base resources to near-term system
applications at the earliest possible
transition opportunities to meet system
requirements.
• Focus on near-term system applications needing aided target recognition capability, balanced with mid- to
long-term investmentS in autonomous
target recognition and moderate- to
high-risk, high-payoff ATR projects.
The balanced strategy proposed in
the third option was chosen for implementation. These are the objectives,
benefits, and key points of the investment strategy;
• The program focu es on dedicated
ATR projects, both aided and autono-
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mous, with specific technical products
inserted into systems at specific sy tern
milestone dates.
• Near·term aided target recognition
technology is driven by key sy tern
performance parameters, uch a probabilityoffalsealarms, detection, c1as ification, and recognition.
• Mid-term autonomous target
recognition technology i driven by
the technical needs of smart weapon
system conceptS that must autonomously detect, classify. and recognize
targets.
• Along-term program is structured
to investigate moderate- to high-risk
ATR technoLogy, both aided and autOn·
omous, that has high payoff for significantly improving the performance of
future aided and autonomous systems.
• In general, the ATR technology
base program is structured so that tbe
autonomous target recognition projects
build on the technology developed in
the aided target recognition projects,
and both areas Le erage the investment
in emerging sensor and ignalprocessing technologies being developed at tbe Department of Energy

A second key step in
developing the investment strategy and TOP
was the analysis of the
next-generation and
future Army systems concepts that would benefit
from the application of
ATR technology.

(DOE) and the Strategic Defense Command (SOC).
• Key ATR programs at DARPA and
in the Balanced Technology Initiative
(BTl) of the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) are integrated directly
into the Army's investment strategy;
these are considered necessary to
advance Army ATR technology and
attain system performance goals.
• Also leveraged are ATR technoLogy
base programs in the Air Force, Navy,
and industry, through formal coordina-

tion at the OSD ATR Steering Group and
by exchange of technical re ults at the
working level.

Assessment Of
ATR Technology
As a first step toward estabLishing the
TOP, the technical directors as e sed
the current state of the art in ATR technoLogy and the adequacy of the current
Army investment to advance the technology on a schedule compatible with
the system developers. At an ATR investment strategy workshop hosted by the
Institute for Defense Analysis, the participants reviewed the Arm's technoLogy base projects in ATR, along with
those of the Air Force, Navy, DARPA,
DOE, and SOC.
Overall, it was determined that the
level of re ources invested in aided target recognition was credible, when
DARPA and BTl funding was included.
In contrast, the level of funding for
autOnomous target recognition technology was low, even with DARPA and
BTl support. However, more rapid
advancement appeared to be limited
1 ss by low funding than by the lack of
a comprehensive understanding of the
scientific ba is for ATR technology.
The technical directOrs al 0 determined that in the re earch, development, and engineering centers (RDEC),
uneven levels of effort were devoted to
technology base ATR projects and to
coupling them with system mile ton
and scheduLes. Fragmentation and
weak coupling among ATR effort at
RDECs and labs reduced the effective
critical mass of the technology base
program. Generally, however, the technology base projects in aided t:u:get
recognition were more supportive of
and effectively coupled to system milestones than were those in autonomous
target recognition. For mart weapons
systems whose ambitious performance
goals require autonomou target recognition technology, workers in tech base
projects were making their best efforts
to achieve a useful level of performance, without "pass/fail" standards
for succe s.
For the detailed assessment, the technologywas divided into technical areas,
and a judgement was made as to the
adequacy of the investment in each
area. Asummary of the findings is given
in Table 1.
Although the investment in many of
the technical areas appeared adequate,
work in a few areas, critical to tbe successful advancement of ATR, was not
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Table 1. Assessment of Adequacy
of Investment in ATR Technology
Technical Areas

Current Level of Investment

Signal Processing
Algorithms
Hardware

Insufficient
Adequate

Sensors
Single
Multiple

Adequate
insufficient

Signatures
Target
Background
Countermeasures/
counter -countermeasures

Adequate
Adequate
Insufficient

Supporting Technology
Propagation
Modelling
Man/machine Interface
Per formance Evaluat ion

Adequate
Insufficient
Insufficient
Adequate

Tech Demo/ATTD

Requires Adjustments

up to an acceptable level. These deficiencies, stemming from inadequate
resources, inappropriate technical
approaches, high risk, or schedule
problems, included the following:
• The investment in algorithms,
one of the technicalareas most critical
for the success of ATR technology,
was insufficient to meet the performance goals of the systems using ATR
technology.
• The investment in multiple-sensor
ATR technology was insufficient to realize the significant advantages of a
multiple-sensor system.
• Countermeasure/countercountermeasure work needed to be
strengthened.
• Although man/machine interface
supporting technology is critical to the
success ofaided targetrecognition systems, insufficient work was in progress
to develop the technology to interface
an operator with an aided targeting
system.
• Insufficient ATR modelling work
was planned, despite its imponance for
optimizing the performance of future
ATR system concepts.
Correction of these deficiencies,
both general and specific, formed one
of the major justifications for the
recommended enhancements and
adjustments in the TOP.

6

Capability Objectives For
ATR Technology
A second key step in developing the
investment strategy and TOP was the
analysis of the next-generation and
future Army systems concepts that
would benefit from the application of
ATR technology. These Army systems
were divided into two groups, according to whether they would benefit from
aided or autonomous target-recognition technology. The systems listed in
Table 2 involve a human operator in the
targeting system and would benefit
from automatic cueing of targets. The
needs and schedules of such systems
would drive projects in aided target
recognition. The systems listed in Table
3 are those that, once activated, function without further human intervention, and this might benefit from
autonomous target recognition technology. The needs and schedules of
these systems would drive projects in
autonomous target recognition.
The time lines for development of
each system and the major milestones
planned for insertion of ATR technology were determined. These system
milestones then were grouped into a set
of generic capability objectives, around
which the TOP was structured.
Three generic capability objectives
were established based on the aided
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target recognition needs of the systems
in Table 2. Since the baseline and P3J
(preplanned product improvement)
plans for the Light Helicopter (LH)
include quantitative aided target recognition requirements, these requirements were used as a model for judging current and future capabilities. It
was determined that, if aided target
recognition was assessed as adequate
for LH, it would certainly benefit the
other systems on the list. Each capability objective is described below:
• CI - Milestone FY93: For singlesensor systems, an ATR capability that
aids the operator to detect and classify
targets, with some false alarms allowed
in low clutter.
• CIJ - Milestone FY9S: For
multiple-sensor systems, an ATR capability to detect, track, and recognize targets with a low false- alarm rate.
• em - Milestone FY98: A compact, high-resolution, integrated,
multiple-sensor suite for non-cooperative target recognition with a very low
false-alarm rate.
Four generic capability objectives
were established based on the autonomous target recognition needs of the
systems in Table 3. These systems are of
three different types: reacquisition after
firing, lock-on after launch, and smart
mines. From an analysis of these system
variants, the following capability objectives were developed for autonomous
target recognition technology:
• CJ - Milestone FY93: Singlesensor imaging with autonomous tracking, in which some false alarms occur
in low clutter.
• ClI - Milestone FY94: High-resolution imaging using multiple sensors,
fused at voting level, performing classification with a low false-alarm rate.
• cm -Milestone FY96: Multiplesensor fusion performing recognition
over large scan areas, having a low falsealarm rate in medium dutter.
• Cry - Milestone FY98: Multiplesensor suite with robust lock-on-afterlaunch capability in heavy countermeasure environment over a large scan
area, having a low false-alarm rate.

Technology Development
Plan
The approximately 100 technology
base projects that form the ATR TOP are
divided into two groups, one supporting aided target recognition, the other
suppOrting autonomous target recognition. Within each group the projects
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are broken into the same technical areas
used in the assessment (see Table I,
first column).
The technical objective, technical
approach, major milestones, and
schedule of each project are adjusted to
align the project's technical products
with the appropriate generic capability
objectives. The plan corrects some of
the deficiencies identified in the assessment by adjusting existing projects or
adding project enhancements.
For example, better algorithm work
is needed to lower the risk involved in
meeting aided target recognition objectives CI and Cll. The following project
enhancements were recommended for
reducing this risk:
• A two-year effort on hybrid algorithms starting in FY91. This will be
aimed at improving current statistically
based approaches by including some
elements of model-based techniques.
• A two-year effort in knowledgebased algorithms starting in FY91. This
will focus on using artificial intelligence
techniques to include external knowledge of the target (such as map data and
formations) into the algorithm in
real time.
• A two-year effort on multiplesensor fusion algorithms starting in
FY91. In this project, existing algorithms will be modified and improved
for correlating recognition data from
two or more different types ofsensors,
such as radar and forward-looking
infrared (FUR) sensors.
• A three-year effort on hybrid
neural networks starting in FY92. This
effort will investigate the advantages of
new hybrid neural networks composed
of digital and optical signal processors.
• A four-year effort on model-based
algorithms starting in FY92. This effOrt
will develop new types of algorithms,
based on the advances made under
DARPA programs, to perform recognition with computer models of target
signatures.
In the TDP, the projects suitable for
autonomous target recognition appLications are also broken into the key technical areas shown in Table 1. The
projects and schedules were similarly
structured to align their technical
products with the relevant capability
objectives for the systems in Thble 3.
Furthermore, the projects in this section of the plan build on and extend the
fundamental capability established by
the work on aided target recognition.
However, additional efforts are
necessary to substantially lower the risk
involved in striving for successful
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autonomous performance. In general,
the addition oflonger term efforts, such
as the model-based and neural network
algorithm projects discussed above,
will definitely enhance autonomous
capability, especially in lowering falsealarm rates - a prima.ry concern in
autonomous system operation.
A number of other program enhancements are recommended to further
lower the risk involved in achieving the
generic capability objectives. For
example, one recommendation is the
addition ofan ATR smart weapons technology demonstration at the Armament
RDE Center (ARDEC). This demonstration would be aimed at integrating
various Army, DARPA, and BTl efforts
which are developing sensors and algorithms for autonomous operation.
ARDEC's 155-mm fused sensorproject is also recommended for an autonomous ATR project. This is a technology
demonstration that will jointly support
the development ofa fully autonomous
lock-on-after-launch system for both
missile applications at the Army Missile
Command and artillery projectiles
atARDEC.
Autonomous operation is indeed a
very ambitious goal; however, there is
a reasonable expectation for success
through the combination of various
Army- and DARPA-funded efforts. The
projects that have been recommended
for enhancement will increase the

likelihood of achieving acceptable
system performance in time for system
insertion.
In summary, the Army ATR program
incorporating the restructured and
enhanced technology base projects
in the TDP has these features and
advantages:
• The leveraging of DARPA/BTl
funds and cooperation with DOE is critical to the success ofthe Army ATR technology base.
• The ATR technology base projects
are generally focussed on aided target
recognition and effectively coupled to
system milestones and schedules.
• Selected program enhancements
are necessary to insure timely in ertion
of ATR technology into specific developmental systems.
• For smart weapon systems needing
autonomous target recognition capability, the Army tech base builds on and
extends the technology developed for
aided target recognition. In general,
however, the work continues on the
basis of a "best effort" to achieve the
ambitious performance goals set for
these systems.
• Mid- and long-term investments in
specific ATR technologies are added to
the program to enhance ATR system
perfonnance and to foster the potential
for the technology breakthroughs
needed for future smart weapons.
• All major ATR technology base and

Table 2. Army Systems Benefiting From
Aided Target Recognition Technology
LOSAT

Line-of -Sight Antl- Tank

LH

Light Helicopter

NLOS

Non-Llne-of -Sight

FAAV

Future Attack Air Vehicle

ANlS-M

Anti-Armor Weapon System - Medium

ASM

Armored System Modernl zatlon
FIFV - Future Infantry Fighting Vehicle
AFAS - Advanced Field Artillery System

AMS-H

Army Missile System - Heavy

TACIWS

The Army Counter Air Weapons System

UAV

Unmanned Air Vehicle
Short
Endurance
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Table 3. Army Systems Benefiting From
Autonomous Target Recognition
155 M M SADARM

Sense & Destroy Armor (Cannon Launched)

MLRS SADARM

Multiple Launched Rocket (System Variant)

ATACMS SADARM

Army Tactical Missile System (Variant)

WAM

Wide Area Mine

Anti-Helo Mine

An i-Helo Mine

ATCMS/MLRS w/WAM

System Variant

AAWS-M

Anti-Armor Weapon System - Medium

TACAWS

The Army Counter Air Weapon System

AMS-H

Army Missile System - Heavy

XROD

Advanced Tank Ammo

FSW

Future Smart Weapon

155 MM FFM

155 mm Fire & Forget Munition

demonstrntion programs are linked
together to in rea e the effective critical mass of the program.

A Continuing Process
During the review of ATR technology
base prOjects and the establishment of
the system-driven capability Objectives,
the investment in some technical areas
was judged to be insufficient. Some of
the revisions and enhancements in the
TDP correct these deficiencies; in other
case, more in-depth restructuring is
needed and will continue as technical
progress is made.
Examples ofsome continuing modifications are the following:
• A subordinate TDP for multiplesensor fu ion technology needed in airborne and ground targeting sy tern i
being developed. The proposed effort
not only includes algorithm work for
fusing diver e ensor data but also
includes technology demonstration
and an advanced technology transition
demonstration.
• A man/machine interface technology project has been approved for
improving the performance of target
cueing sy terns.
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• An initiative is under way to
strengthen the understanding of the
effects of countermeasures on the
achievable performance of systems
employing ATR technology.
The TDP will be revised as progress
is made, old approaches abandoned,
and new approaches instituted. In addition to annual technical rl;views, as the
deadline for the first two major capability objectives approaches in 1993,
the Army technical community plans to
convene for the next ATR investment
strategy workshop and to perform
another in-depth assessment of progress. Attbattime, the necessary adjustments will be made to help realize the
promise of ATR for increasing the warfighting capability of the future Army.

Conclusion
Automatic target recognition is a
higb-priority technology, included in
the category of advanced ignal processing and computing on the Army's
list of key emerging technologies. The
ATR investment strategy and technology development plan put in place an
overall approach and a set of common,
time-phased technical objectives,
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Actions are under way to correct the
deficiencies identified by the assessment of the current ATR program. The
Army technology base community is
now fully engaged in following this
guidance in the numerou working
projects and the S40 million annual
technology base investment in ATR.

DR. ARTHUR R. SINDORIS is the
deputy direc~or oJ tbe Signatur'es,
Sensors, and Signal Processing Tecbnology Organization at the U.s.
Army Labomlory Command, Adelphi, MD. He is a graduate oJthe Massachusetts Institute oJ Technology
and holds a Pb. D. in electrical engineeringJrom New York University.
DR. NORMAN]. BERG is the
Jounder and director oJ tbe Signatures, Sensors, and Signal Processing Technology Organization at the
Us. Army Laboratory Command,
Adelphi, MD. He is a graduate oJlhe
lflinois Institute oj Technology and
holds a Ph.D. in electrophysicsJmm
the University oJ Maryland.
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By Joe T. Potts
Introduction
During the Reagan admini tratjon,
the DOD acquisition process was criticized by many, including Congress, for
being toO bureaucratic and overregulated. President Reagan established a
Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense
Management, chaired by David Packard,
to IUdy the proces and make recommendations. The commission's final
report was delivered onJune 30, 1986
and tated, "Authority fOf acquisitjon
execution and accountabiljty... have
become vastly diluted. Program
managers have in effect been deprived
of control over programs. They are confronted instead by never-ending
bureaucratic obligations for making
reports and gainjng approvals that bear
no relation to program success."
The report provided recommendations for a reorganization with
emphasis on improved management
responsiveness and reducing the
number of layers to two levels between
the program manager (PM) and the
secretary of defense.
The Packard Commis ion stfongly
recommended streamlining major

A
NEW
PERSPECTIVE
ON
MATRIX
SUPPORT
Establishing a Partnership
Between the MSC
and the PEO and PM Staffs

MATRIX SUPPORT TO PMs
AMCCOM

PM·M119

HOWITZER

PM·M1
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programs by having the PMs report to
newly formed program executive
officers (PEOs). The PEOs would report
directly to the ser ice acquisition
executive. This eliminated the need
to report through major commands
(MACOMs). From a programmatic
standpoint, rhe creation of the PEO
structure did streamline the reporting
process, where programmatic refers to
the cost, schedule and performance
aspects of the weapon system.
In implementing tbe Packard Commission recommendations. the Army
ought small PEO and PM core staffs
that relied on support from the
MACOMs for execution of tbe variou
functional aspects of their programs.
The PEO and PM core of managers,
coordinators, expediters, and integrators were assigned direct responsibility
for controlling weapon system program
costs, performance and schedules. The
MACOMs would provide the functional
support to the PEOs and PMs.
The Army approach to providing this
functional support was to adapt the
matrix organization concept. An effective application of matrix support
entails at least three key elements:
• An effective, efficient and flexible
application of centralized resources vs.
stand alone organizations.
• A common pool of experts to support program managers on an as needed
basis in all the variou disciplines of

10

weapon system development and
deployment.
• A partnership between the functional suPPOrt organization and the
program managers whereby all participants are working to achieve the same
programmatic goals.

AMC's Role
AMC performs two supporting roles
for major systems acquisition. First,
AMC write weapon system acquisition
policy for Department of the Army
adoption. Second, AMC provide the
PEO and PM with the functional skills
to meet the requirements for the development. acquisition and fielding ofsystems. AMC has chosen the matrix
suppOrt approach to meet its obligations in assisting the PMs and PEOs in
producing quality deliverable on
major programs, efficiently and in a
timely manner.

How Matrix Support Works
Based on the Packard Commis ion's
findings, the Army implemented its
PEO concept. The PM rely on manpower from the major subordinate
commands (MSCs) for execution of
functional task , but the PM staff
manages the efforts. The MSC provide
that functional suppOrt either using inhou e resources or by contracting out
for additional assistance.
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Functional experts are provided to
the PMs at different stages in the life
cycle of the weapon system on an as
required basis. Under this concept,
functional expertise provided from the
matrix organization includes such
diverse elements ofsupport a : contracting; resource and financial management; obligation planning and reporting;
technical requirement analysis and
allocation; test measurement. and diagnostic equipment support; value engineering; and international cooperation.

Funding
Funding a peets of matrix support
can, at times, be awkward because more
than one organization is involved.
According to FY 91 guidance from the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Financial Management), the PM
must specifically reimburse the MSC for
in-hou e software development,
engineering upport ofitems in production, ROTE system specific work, new
equipment training (in-house and contractor), first and second de tination
tranSportation, contractor field service
representatives and total package fielding. All other functional support is
funded by the MSC.

A Total Quality
Management Perspective
We must recognize that matrix up-
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PUTTII G STEEL 0
o TIME!

port involves more than providing
bodies on major programs. Functional
suppOrt experts and program managers
share responslbiliry for the success or
failure of rhe program. If mattix support is going to work, it must be a partnership between rhe MSC and the PEa
and PM sraffs £0 produce a high qualiry
product on time. The emphasis musr be
on resulrs (quality products) instead of
man-years provided. In the past, our
focus may have been solely on the number of in-house resources that were
provided. What we need lOday is a new
matrixsupport philosophy in which we
make a committnent to doing whatever
is necessary to produce high quality
deliverable item on rime.
Under the toral quality management
concept, tbe PEas and tbe PMs are tbe
customers. The MSC commander has
established a partnersbip with the PEa
and the PMs with a commirment to
achieve program goals. The matrix
organization should depend on feedback from the PEa and the PM on bow
well it is fulfilling its role in rhe partnership and how to improve the quality of
the product.

Support Plans
If we embrace tbis alternarive
approach, rhen tbe support plan should
focus not on the man-years provided,
but rather on the rasks that must be
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accomplished. The MSC's concern, in
rum, will be on doing whatever is necessary £0 assist in completing the required
tasks. Success depend on getting the
job done and not just meeting an agreed
£0 number of man-years of support.
The support plan is the basis for the
annual Memorandum of Agreement
between the MSC and rhe PEa, and i
jointly developed and negotiated by
rhe MSC and PEa and rhe individual PM
hefore the start of the fiscal year. The
plan identifies the support required by
the PEa and PM and the MSC commander's plan for providing that suppon.

Summary
Although the PEa concepr was
implemented (lIore than rhree years
ago, there are still policy issues a sociared with marrix supporr. The marrix
support sysrem is conrinuing to evolve,
and to clarify new matrix support policy issues as tbey arise, the military
deputy to the Army acquisirion executive(AAE)meet frequentlywirhAJ\1C's
deputy commanding general for
research, development and acquisition.
As issues are resolved, the clarified
policy is disseminated ro the acquisition
community, usually via an AAE policy
memorandum. Formal policy is later
codified in the appropriate Army regulation, pamphlet, handbook, etc.
Today's Army acquisirion organizarion

TARGET

needs £0 undersrand rhis new perspective on matrix support ifAMC, its MSCs,
and rhe PEas and PMs are ro produce
qualiry products on time.
The mattix support provided £0 PEa
and PM is de igned to accommodate
the dynamic nature of projecr management and the rotal acquisition program.
It allows the PEa and PM core staff to
concentrate on management of rhe
programmatics (cost, chedule, performance) for major weapon systems
while the detailed tasks are carried out
by the functional profes ional from the
MACOMs. The y tem may not be perfect, but an active partnership between
the AAE and MACOMs may be the most
effective avenue for improving tbe
Army's acquisition process.

JOE T. POTTS is an industrial
engineer in the Acquisition Policy
Division Of Headquarters, Army
Materiel Command. He holds a B.5.
degree in industl-ial engineering
from Georgia Tecb, a B.5. degree in
business administration f,-om the
University of Maryland, and a
master:S degree in business administrationfrom California State College.
He is also a production management instructor with Park College at
Fort Myer.
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THE
HUMAN
FACTOR
IN
INFORMATION
DISPLAYS
Impact of an Air-To-Air
Combat Task
on Piloting Performance

By Mary E. Dominessy,
Richard A. Monty,
Jeffrey H. Lukas,
Frank J. Malkin, and
Lynn C. Oatman
Introduction
The modern battlefield has become
a proving ground for high technology.
Army aviation is no exception. Design
engineers are faced with requirements
to lighten the load, reduce crew size,
deliver more firepower, and fight air-toair battle. To accompli h these goals
the helicopter cockpit of the future
must be highly computerized and must
allow for the simultaneous pre entation
oflarge quantitie ofinformation. The
human facror (i.e., matching the capabilitie and limitations of the human to

Figure 1.
The HEL
simulator
showing an
experimenter
in the foreground
observing the
situation display
and the
navigational
display both of
which appear
on the pilots
instrumentation
panel. The pilot
also viewed an
out-the-window
scene as shown
in the background.
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the presentation of that information)
must be considered.
The U.S. Army Human Engineering
laboratOry (HEl) at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, recently compared three
computer-generated di play format
for pre enting tactical information to
pilots regarding engagement of pecific
airborne targets presented 00 a ituation display. ational Guard pilot flew
the helicopter simulator shown in
Figure I. The long term goals of this
research program are to enhance target
acquisition performance and to determine if the target acqui ition task will
overload the pilot, thu requiring a sistance from an additional crew member.
Specifically, the formats studied used
either text, symbol, or numbers to
instruct the pilot to search for a de ignated target. These formats are illustrated in Figure 2. Fo.llowing receipt of
the instructions, the pilot wa required
10 search the imation di play, which
is shown in Figure 3, and touch the
designated target.
The specific measures used to evaluate target acquisition and flying performance as a function of display
format were:
• Acknowledgement Time. Time
taken to press a button indicating that
the target instructions had been read
and comprehended.

• Search Time. Time taken to
earch the situation displa and touch
the target.
• Altitude Maintenance. Deviation from the assigned altitude.
• Airspeed Maintenance. Deviation from the assigned airspeed.
• Perceived Workload. Personal
rating of the amount of effort required
in each mis ion.

The Missions
ational Guard pilots flew four mission in the imulator u ing each of the
three di play format while serving as
pilot and again as copilot. When serving as copilot only the target acquisition
task was performed. in addition to the
target acquisition task, pilots were
required to navigate along a river that
meandered through mountains and
trees while maintaining an altitude of
150 feet and an airspeed of 50 knots.
Periodically, they were alerted by an
auditory tone that they were about to
receive tactical information. They were
instructed to maintain the designated
airspeed and altitude as best as they
could while performing the target
acquisition mission. Failure to attend to
the incoming tactical information
amounted to mis ion failure. At the
end of each mission, the pilots indi-

cated how difficult it wa to perform
that missio n.
The research produced the following
results:

Acknowledgement Time
The te t participants e.xperienced a
serious degradation of acknowledgement time when simullaneou Iy piloting the simulator. Specifically, it took
lhem 75 percent longer lO acknowledge
lhe instruction lhan when performing
as copilots. Further, time to acknowledge the instructions was slowesl with
the text, 17 percent faster with symbol,
aod 30 percent faster with numbers.

Search Time
Similarly, search time was also
adversely affecled while piloting
the aircraft. Search times were
observed to be 32 percent slower when
performing as a pilot than as a copilot.
However, the lime to search the situation display was the same for all three
display formats.

Altitude Maintenance
Ju t as piloting the aircraft adversely
affected target acquisition, the pilots'
ability to maintain altitude was

DISPLAY FORMATS
SYMBOLIC

TEXT

UMERIC

HOOK
.,

.....

ROTARY··WING
HOSTILE.

49

Figure 2. The three display formats.
In each case, the word "HOOK" was presented in red
while the type of aircraft and track number were presented
in green, all on black backgounds.
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degraded 27 percent when simultaneously performing the target acquisition
task. This degradation occurred regardless of display format.

Airspeed Maintenance
As with altitude maintenance, the
pilots' ability to maintain airspeed was
degraded 18 percent when simultaneously performing the target acquisition
task. Again, this decrement occurred
regardless of display format.

Perceived Workload
The effon required was perceived to
be much higher when piloting than
when copiloting. Although pilots indicated that the three formats required
the same amount of effort, as copilots,
they rated the text format as the most
difficult and the symbol format as the
least difficult. These results are shown
in Figure 4.

Conclusion
Two important findings emerged
from this research. First, the target

acquisition and piloting performance
deteriorated dramatically when both
tasks were performed together com·
pared to when either task was per·
formed alone. We observed that the
pilots could not perform the flying and
target acquisition tasks simultaneously
but alternated between them. The twO
tasks were physically incompatible
since it was difficult to perform the continuous manual task of flying concurrently with the discrete manual task of
touching the display. Further, the pilot
could not look at the flight instrumentation, the situation display, and the
outside scene simultaneously, but alternated among them. One potential
solution to perform this acquisition
task, may be to provide an additional
crew member.
Secondly, with respect to the target
acquisition task, the instructions using
text required the longest time to
acknowledge and were perceived as the
most difficult to use. Performance was
faster with the numeric format than the
symbolic format; but, when copiloting,
test participants reported that the sym·
bolic format was the easiest to use.
Further research is required to firmly

establish which ofthese two formats is
a better alternative.
Continuing research of situation displays at HEL is now investigating such
factors as auditory presentation of
search instructions and verbal acknowledgement of these instructions. These
techniques might make the target acquiSition task more compatible with piloting by reducing demands on the visual
and motor systems which appear to be
overloaded. Color coding of symbols
is another variable being investigated
which could serve to reduce the
visual load.

MARY£. DOMINESSYisahuman
factors engineer in the Aviation and
AirDefense Division ofthe U.S. Army
Human Enginering Laboratory.
She has a B.S. in industrial engineering from The State University of
New York.
JEFFREY H. LUKAS is a researcb
psychologist in the Behavioral
Research Division, u.s. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory. He
has a B.A. in psychology from

Figure 3.
The situation display
depicted 12 aircraft
with track numbers,
designated
as friendly (circle),
hostile (diamond),
and unknown (letter U).
The bar over top
of the symbol
indicated
rotary wing
and the lines
within the symbols
are direction vectors.
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yracuse University and a Ph.D. in
physiological psychology from the
University of Delaware.
FRANK]. MALKIN is head of the
Aviation Team at tbe u.s. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory. He
has an M.A. degree in psychology
from Towson State University.
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Defense Division, US. Anny Human
Engineering Laboratory. He has a
B. A. in physicsfrom Boston University, and an M.S. from Columbia
University, and a Ph.D. from the
University of Rochester, both in
experimentat psychology.
LYNN C. OATMAN is a research
psychologist with the U.S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory. He

Figure 4.
Mean subjective
workload scores
as a function of
display format
and crew status
(pilot vs. copilot).

has an A. B. and an M.A. degree in
experimental psychology from the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln
and a Ph.D. in physiological psychology from the University of
Delaware.
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Introduction
The Army Science Board (ASB) is the
Department of the Army' senior scientific advi ory body. The board provides
advice to the secretary of the Army and
chief of staff of the Army on research
and development activities and program ,system acquisition policies and
procedures. and other matters involving science and engineering.
The ASB operates under the cognizanceofthe a istant secretary oftbe
Army (research, development and
acquisition) (ASA(RDA». The assistant
secretary appoints an Army colonel as
executive secretary of the ASB, who at
the same time becomes an ex-officio
member of the board and act a a liaison between the a sistant ecretaryand
the board. The chair and the vice of the
ASB are also selected from the membership by the ASA(RDA).

Missions

ARMY
SCIENCE

BOARD
1990
By COL Thomas E. Stalzer and

Dr. Juergen L.W. Pohlmann
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Basic missions of the Army Science
Board are:
• To proVide independent scientific,
technological, and managerial experti e to review major Army programs
and/or to render quick a ses ment of
new program initiatives;
• To function iD aD ambassadorial
role between the Army and commercial
research and development activities;
and
• To act as consultant to the Army on
all matters of cience and technology.
The Army Science Board is comprised of di tinguished academics,
corporate officials, private con ultants,
repre entative from ational LaboratOries, and a few non-DOD federal
employee. Members are selected
according to their preeminence in their
respective fields; a balance of di ciplines on the board i carefully maintained to ensure coverage of all fields.
Individual expertise ranges from
aeronautics to zoology and includes
many of the engineering fields as well
as law, psychology, medicine, architecture, material sciences from cemmiCs to
explosive , tOxicology, and others.
Often, ASB members are affiliated
with pre tigious organizations such as
the ational Academy of Science , the
ational Academy of Engineering, or
the National Re earch Council. ominations for membership are received by
the ASA (RDA) from within the government and the private sector.
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History
The hi tory of the Army cience
Board dates back to 1951 when it wa
originally e tablished by the ecretary
of the Army on a trial ba is as the Army
ciemiIic dvi ory Panel (A AP). In
1954, the 10 member panel increased
irs membership to 2S and became aprmanent Department of the Army
Board. (n 1956, activitie of the panel
accelerated ubstantiaJly with the formation of ubpanels. However, after a
panel reorganization in 1963, the subpanel tructure was abolished in favor
of an Ad Hoc Group system. The A B,
a It exi t today, wa chartered in 19 7
to perform the dutie previously
a signed to the A AP and several other
Army scientific panels and committee .

Reorganization
Recently. the A B underwent a
thorough review by the secretary ohhe
Army. As a resull of this review, the
board has been reorganized to focus on
a DL'lJI number of general i sues with
long-term impacr on the Army. Prior to
thi revie " the individual and group
experti e available in a functional subgroup was only exerci ed when study
topic were focused on problem a
they surfaced. To make bener u e of the
fullpotential, the Army Science Board
now focuse predominantly on longterm Army ta ks and issues. Thus, the
mi ion of the A B is not changed, just
its mode of operation.

Topical Issue Groups
After numerous meetings of the
Executive Steering Committee, the
board has been organized into six topical issue groups: Research and ew
Initiatives; y tem ; Command. Control, Communications, and Intelligence
(C I); Infra rrucwreand Environment;
The oldier as a System' and Logistics
and u tainability.
Each of these new issue group
reflects a specific element of the Army
organizational tcucture and is linked to
a ponsor with specific funding categories. resources, and tasks.
The Research and New Initiatives
i sue group i linked to the duties and
task of the deputy a sistant secretary
for re earch and technology. The bulk.
of the appropriations is RDT&E money
and come in the 6.1-6.3A funding
line. Accordingly mo t projects are
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administered by the Army Research
Office and the respective Army laboratories or Army re earch. developmem
and engineering centers. Their tasks
tretch from basic research covering all
cience and engineering areas to delivery of exploratory or breadboard
device as proof-of-principle or
Advanced Technology TranSition
Demonstrators.
The foremost duty of the Research
and ew Initiatives group is to advise
the secretary of the Army on the health
of the Army's technology base, and to
validate the results of uch specific
efforts. Members of Ibis group were
recently involved in an ASB review and
validation of the Army's Technology
Base Master Plan. and participated in a
Congre sionally directed two-pha e
technology tudy or the Electromagnetic/electrothermal Gun System.
Astudy currently gening underway will
develop initiatives to improve the

I

participation of hi torically black
college and univer itie in Army
re earch. development and acqui ition.
The ystems and the Command,
Control, Communication and Intelligence (C31) issue groups have orne
ba icfunctionsincommon. The former
is linked roASA(RDA)'s deputy for ysterns management. who ha OASA(RDA)
staff re ponsibility for development.
acquisition, and fielding of weapon y tern . The C31 issue group is aligned
with the director of information systems for command, control. communications and computers (D! C4), who i
ta ked with the staff respon ibility for
development, application, acqui ition,
and maintenance of software in the
field. Both office receive RDT&E funding in the 6.3 to 6.7 categories, a well
as procurement appropriations.
As would be expected. some overlap
exists as orne weapons y terns have
peciflc software imbedded. These twO

TOPICAL ISSUE GROUPS

Research and New Initiatives
Chair:
Dr Andrew G, Favrel
Dr James A Tegnella
Vice Chair.
OASA(RDA), George T. SIngley III
Sponsor:
DA Stat I Assistant:
Dr. Daphne Kamely
TEL: 202 -697 -84 32
Systems
Chair:
James Jacobs
Vice Chair:
Dr. Wesley L. Harris
Sponsor.
OASA(RDA), MG. Richard 0 Beltson
LTC John P Gels
DA SIal r Assistant:
TEL: 202-694-0152
Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence
Dr. Pe er J. Weinberger
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Richard B. Lewis. J
Sponsor:
DISC4, LTG Jerome B. Hilmes
LTC Peter C. Theodore
DA Slalf Assistants:
TEL: 202-697-8377
MAJ David D. Magnln
TEL: 202-695-7133
I n'rastructure and Environment
Dr. Marlin Alexander
Chair.
Dr. Paul F. Parks
VIce Chair.
Sponsor:
COE, Dr. Robert Oswald
DA Staff Assistant:
Dr. Clemens Meyer
TEL: 202-272-1850
The Soldier as a System
Chair:
Dr. Stanley C, White
Vice Chair:
Dr Joyce L. ShIelds
OTSG. MG Philip K Russell
Sponsor.
COL Roy K Sedge
DA Stafl Assls ant:
TEL' 301-663-7301
Logistics and Sustainability
Dr Allen F Grum
Chair
H Wayne Pacine
Vice Chair:
ODCSLOG. LTG Jirrmy 0 Ross
Sponsor
DA Staff Assistant:
Joseph P Crlbblns
TEL. 202-697-0487
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ARMY SCIENCE BOARD
Executive Director:

Chair:
Vice Chair:
Executive Secretary:
Ass. Exec. Sec,:

issue groups will advi e the secretary of
the Army on the development, integration, and maintenance of fielded systems and verify their viability and
effectiveness.
Recent ASB studies performed by
the etwo issue groups include the Tactical Explosive System, Maintaining
State-of-the-Art in the Army Command
and Control System, the Transverse
Mounted Engine Propul ion System,
the ense and Destroy Armor Munitions
System, Software in the Army, and an
ASB Independent Assessment of the
Longbow Program. Studies currently
underway include the Stinger Reprogrammable Microprocessor.
The Infrastructure and Environment
issue group is closely linked to the Army
Corps of Engineers director of research
and development. Funding for his tasks
and projects span 6.1 to 6.7 funding
categories. Massive tasks in conjunction
with environmental clean-up and the
co t of maintenance or closure ofArmy
facilities reqUire completely new
approaches. The secretary of the Army
will look to this group for expert advice
and recommendations on novel, imaginative, and affordable solutions. The
A B recently is ued a report on toxic
and hazardous waste management.
The oldier as a System issue group
is sponsored by the urgeon general,
whose funding comes in the 6. L
through 6.7 lines and other funding
categories. The tasks extend far beyond
the purely medical issues; they also
include, but are not limited to, biotechnology, clothing/equipment, MANPRI T, safety, survivability, and
behavorial sciences. The secretary of
the Army needs independent advice in
these rapidly expanding technology
areas. One recently published ASB
tudy is entitled: "Army Community
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Hon. Stephen K. Conver
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and
Acquisi t ion)
Dr. Duane A. Adams
(Vacant)
COL Thomas E. Stalzer
Dr, Juergen L. W. Pohlmann

and Their Families." The board just
completed an Independent As e sment
on the Life Science Capabilities at
Dugway Proving Ground, UT.
The Logistic and the Sustainability
issue group is concerned with the combat readiness of forces. The sponsor is
the deputy chief of staff for logistics,
who e tasks are funded by 6.1 through
6. appropriations and other funding
categories. Rapid international and
technical changes require a constant
rethinking of logistics, and the ASB's
advice will enable the Army leadership
to make prudent choices. The ASB just
completed the 1990 Summer Study on
Reduction of Operation and SupPOrt COSts.
Recommendations offered by the last
three issue groups often are complementary and intertwined. They will
enable the secretary of Army to select
those options which ensure the effective maintenance of modern bases with
well trained soldiers and combatready forces.
The tangible output of Army Science
Board studies are reports; five to 10
document are published every year
and di tributed to the appropriate agencies. The ASB just published a report on
Total Quality Management, and currently is preparing the final report of the
1990 Summer Study on Use of Army
Systems and Technologies in CounterNarcotic Efforts.
In the past, some major Army initiatives affecting hardware, training,
doctrine, and policy have bad tbeir
origin in ASB studies. Finding and
recommendations from ASB activities
accepted by the Army leadership are
assigned for foUow-up to the deputy
under secretary of the Army for
operations research. Working in
direct coordination with the ASB's
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designated pOint-of-contact, his office
oversees the Army's review and implementation process for specific ASB
recommendations.
In addition to the Ad Hoc Panels and
the Summer Studies, tbeArmy Science
Board each year conducts several
Laboratory Effectiveness Reviews.
However, findings and recommendations of these peer reviews are only
reported to the sponsors and are not
pub Ii hed or distributed.

Conclusion
The recent iruernal reorganization of
the ASB into six topical issue groups was
undertaken to ensure that the Army
leadership is provided timely advice
regarding some of the global and hardto-tackle scientific and technical issues
that impact the Army and the nation.
Allocating the vast resources of expertise and experience in topical issue
groups, the ASB will continue to serve
the secretary of the Army as his prime
source ofindependent scientific advice.

COL THOMAS E. STALZER has
been the executive secretary of the
Army Science Board since june
1989. He is a field artillery officer
whose previous asSignments include
two tours at HQDA and command
of a field artillery battalion.
DR. jUERGEN L. W POHLMANN
is a research scientist and team
leader at the CommunicationsElectronics Command's Center for
Night Vision and Electro-Optics, Fort
Belvoir, VA. He is on detail to the
Army Science Board.
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THE
PRECIS ON
RANGE
IN EGRATED
MANEUVER
EXERCISE
By LTC Richard Peters
and Kenneth Lewis

Introduction
In the late 1970s, PM TRADE - the
U.S. Army's Project Manager for Training Devices - fielded the first Multiple
Integrated Laser Engagement System
(MILES), a laser-based direct fire
approach to tactical engagement training. Originally developed as a trainer
for infantry and mechanized infantry,
the versatile MILES technology - over
rhe last decade - has been adapted by
both users and PM TRADE to meet a
variety of training needs. For example,
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MILES has become a key element in the
automated and instrumented National
Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, CA.
At the NTC, maneuver battalions are
outfitted with ¥ILES devices and
weapons effects simulators, matched
against skiUed opposing forces and
allowed to engage in force-an-force free
play tactical engagements. An automated network of instrumentation
allows the capture and after-action
review of critical performance data
such as casualties and equipment loss,
movement ofweapons and targets, and

the effects of simulated area weapon
such as indirect fire.
The MILES and instrumentation technologies which make the NTC a cornerstone of modern maneuver training are
now being applied to existing gunnery
training ranges for the enhancement of
tactical engagement skill by tank and
mechanized infantry crews. PM TRADE,
working with III Corps, Fort Hood, TX,
recently completed development and
installation of the Precision Range
Integrated Maneuver Exercise (PRIME)
system.
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The first PRIME y tern was installed
at fort Hood in October 1988; it has
been modified extensively over the pa t
two years and was moved to SchweinfUrl, fRG, in August 1990.
The PRIME system was de igned a
an enhancement to the exi ting AutomaticTankTarget y tem(ATTS)rnnge,
which use MI and M2/M3 MILES with
La~er Target Interface Devices (LTID )
and "pop-up" targets to train MI and
12 vehicle crews in a non-Live fire situation. The fielding of PRIME to an
existing range provide:
• Event-dri,-en target control with
target shoot-back capabilities for MILE
tactical range training;
• Target/vehicle event and data
collection through on-board collectors
and a sophisticated telemetry data li nk;
• An upgraded after-action review
system that integrates collected range
data with recorded thru-sight video
images, and graphic display of the
range; and
• Vehicle/target player identification
to determine "who shot whom."

The Need for PRIME
TRADOC, the Army's Training and
Doctrine Command, had long recognized that existing methods of small
unit (crew, platoon, and company)
training did not adequately integrate
gunnery and maneuver training. This
deficiency, coupled with the lack of a
technology to mea ure perforIllilnce
and present results in timely afteractions review, led to a cooperative
c.xploration of the PRIME concept by
PM TRADE and III Corps. A prototype,
assembled from off-the-shelf and
government-furnished components,
was Ie ted at fort Hood in 1988; further
integration and testing wa carried out
during 1989 and early 1990.
PRIME has been de igned to train
crews and platOon in the integrated
maneuver and gunnery skills encountered in combat situations. Because it
incorporates data recording, position
locating equipment, and range telemetry with reactive, event-driven targets
and a multi-media performance feedback ystem, a PRIME-equipped range
serves as an ideal platform for free-play
tactical engagements. Its in trumentation capabilities allow for near-real time
assessment of performance deficiencie , while opbisticated after-action
presentations provide accurate and
timely feedback to the trainees.
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PRIME combines the advantage of
precision performance measurement,
which is characteristic of stand-alone
gunnery trainers, with the realism that
comes from using an actual weapon ystem to engage targets of opportunity.
Although PRIME can not be classified
as a precision gunnery trainer umil the
Tank Gunnery imulation Sy temPrecision Gunnery System is fielded
and il1legrated into PRIME, it can provide some of the functions of limited
gunnery tank table operations. pecifically, PRIME can support training in the
areas of fm: power distribution, fire and
maneuver, command and cOntrol,
target acquisition and identification,
and gunnery.

System Description
The PRIME ystem consi ts of five
subsystems as hown belo . These subsystems are overlaid on existing ATTS-

The PRIME system was
designed as an enhancement to the existing
Automatic Tank Target
System (ATTS) range,
which uses M1 and
M2/M3 MILES with Laser
Target Interface Devices
(LTlDS) and "pop-up"
targets to train M1 and
M2 vehicle crews in a
non-live fire situation.

type ranges and incorporate existing
range equipmelll such a the ATTS's
themselve , control tower, and afteraction review facilities.
• Command and Control Subsystem. This subsystem, which links
individual vehicles and targets to the
Range Control Computer, consists of
the follOWing elements and subelements: PRIME Computer, Tran ceivers, Global Positioning ystem
(GP ), Receiver (Differential), ninter-
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ruptable Power upply, RCC facility,
GraphiCS Di play of Range, Bore ight
Board, and Cabling.
As its name implies, the Command
and Control Subsystem integrates,
monitors ami control the collection of
data by allowing the RCC operatOr to
interface with the PRIME vehicle and
Target ubeJements.
• Through-Sigbt Video (TSV)
Subsystem. The TSV u e an adaptor
and video/audio camera to record the
gunner' ight picture, tracking technique, trigger pull, and crew command . This recording i time-tagged
and can be ynchronized with the other
PRIME components to facilitate analysi of crew engagement techniques.
Elements are the video camera, optical
ight unir, recording module, and
cabling.
• Targetry Subsystem. The tllrgetry used with PRIME consi ts of target
lifters, thermal blanket, generator',
hostile fire imulators, and target
i1houettes currently in the Army inventory. The target a semblie are controlled by PRIME through a Laser Target
Interface De"ice (LTID) on the targets
or manually by the RCC operator. A
target transceiver assembly is used to
provide networked command and control of targets and range telemetry.
Element are the PRIME LTID, transceiver, exi ting targets, and cabling.
• Vehicle Subsystem. The vehicle
ubsystem collects and report vehicle
position and engagement data to the
Command and Control subsystem. Elements are the PRIME Console, GP
receiver, tran ceiver, and cabling.
• After-Action Review (AAR) Subsystem. Tbi ub y tern combine the
playback of T V and a computerized
graphi map display of the acrualtacrical engagement. Video and graphics
can be synchronized with PRIME printout to prOVide playback and analysis
of a crew's location and performance
at any time during the engagement.
This feedback is essential to instruct and
remediate any observed gunnery or tactical deficiencies. Elements are the
PRIME computer, graphic di play of
range, uninterruptable power supply,
VCRs with monitors, AAR facility.
cabling.

How PRIME Operates
The PRIME Range Control Computer
allows the range operator to control and
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monitor the exercise from his single
con ole. Before the tart of an exerci e,
the operator enter into tbe computer
an engagement scenario (pro ided by
the unit) which designates target location and ,lctivation data. When the
exerci 'e starts, the computer automati·
cally executes the scenario. If necessary;
the operator can a sume manual control at any time. The exercise can be
frozen and restarted at an)' lime.
During an exercise, which consists of
MI and M2 crews or platoons maneuvering through the range and engaging
a variet)' of targets, data i tran mitted
between the range control tower and
the target and vehicles. The radio net·
work use a polling technique that
allows vehicle position on the range
(determined by the GPS receiver) to be
updated and stored on a periodic basis.
The vehicle locations are displayed
on the range control computer, and are
used by the event-driven scenario software to control presentation of the
"pop-up" targets. The e targets are
energized when the vehicle is deter·
mined to be in a predetermined "Target
Pre entation Area." LOcation and
engagement data (shots fired, hits,
misse ,etc.) are archived for later use in
debriefing the exercise.
The target assemblies are activated by
the PRlME system through an LTlD that
controls the ATTS mechanism. After
engagement, the LTiD responds to the
MILES code from the firing vehicle to
cause the target to fall when "killed."
Targets have a" hoot-back" capability which is controlled by either the
computer operator or by pre·estab·
Iished "rules of engagement." A target
is activated wben a vehicle enters a
predefined targer pre entation area and
atisfies Intervisibility requirements.
Crcwscannotpredict when or where
targets will appear. The PRIME LTill
records and telemeters back to the central computer aU events concerning the
target engagement.

Prime Capabilities
PRIME enhances a range through the
addition ofseveral new capabilities and
by the integration of new and exi ting
features into an automated, centralized
command and control system. Some of
the key PRlME capabilities include:
Automated Player Identification, Programmable Weapon and Target Vulnerabilites, Player Position Location and
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Recording, Near Real-Time, Event·
Driven Target Control, Adjustable
Target Pre entation Area, Target hootback Controlled Through the RCC,
Near Real-Time On-Line Data Collection, Complilerized Scenario Genera·

Because PRIME automatically collects and
stores a wide range of
performance data, unit
training personnel can
select from several report
formats the information
that best supports reinforcement of the specific
training objective.

tion and Control, User-Friendly MenuDriven Conlrol, and Sophisticated
Video and Graphics Present1tion of Performance Data for After Action Review.
PRIME collecrs the f()Llow ing data for
u e in analyzing and evaluating crew
performance: Time Tags to Correlate
Vehicle Position and Engagement
Events, Range Traverse Times, Time
Between Target Up and Vehicle Firing,
Rounds Fired, Rounds Remaining,
Player Identification, Firing Times,
Vehicle Locations, Re ponses to
Weapon Firing, All Operator Input
Items, Time Tagged Video and Audio
Record of Gunner's Sight Picture and
Crew Commands, Audio Record of
Crew Intercom and Radio Conversation Between Vehicles.

After Action Reviews
The integration of the PRIME sysrem
with the MILES range adds a new
dimension to the After Action Review.
Because PRIME automatically collects
and stOre a wide range ofperformance
data, unittraining personnel can select
from several report formats the information that best supports reinforce·
ment ofthe specific training objective.
The use of time-tagged printouts
coupled with TSV tapes and a computer

generated imagery (CGl) map display
aUows replay of the exercise evel1l . The
entire exerci e or any portion thereof
can be replayed. Information is factual
and immediarely accessible.
When reports are coupled with the
video/audio from tbe T V and the
graphics display, the crew which ha
just undergone training can review tbe
specific actions which led to uccess or
failure of the exercise.
The after-aclion review process
encourages active participation and
thorough di cus ion of alternative
actions and outcomes. And, the use of
PRIME permits the collection of a con·
siderable a.t'li9unt ofdata without using
controllers or observers as "recorders"
or judges.

Summary
Tactical maneuver and gunnery skills
are critical factors in the outcome of
force-on-force engagements. Especially
in non·(jve fire exercise, the capabHitie introduced by PRIME to collect and
provide precise feedback on crew
performance and kills will improve the
effectiveness of the units undergoing
tactical engagement training.
APRIME·equipped range can be used
to detect probable causes for poor crew
performance, ranging from poor communication techniques to failure to
quickly acquire and identify targets to
poor gunnery techniques.
And, in an era where live gunnery
training is increasingly restricted by
economic and environmental constraints, sustaining readines through
the use of training devices like MILES
and PRIME has become the way of
the future.

LTC RiCHARD PETERS is the
project directorfor PRiME. He holds
a B.5. degree in ae"onautics from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Univer·
sity and is a graduate ofthe Defense
Systems Management College.
KENNETH LEWIS is a program
analyst in PM TRADE's Resource
Management Division. He speciaiizes in requ.irements determinilion
for training devices and holds aB.A.
degreefrom Florida-State University
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PROGRAM EXEC
COMBAT

PEa - Combat Support
Mch'in E. Burc'l holru a bachclor'~ (Jt.-grc:c

in ci\'iI engin~('ring from DelrOit Jnsluule of
lechnolo&y. a bachdor'!\ degree in ntech~nJ
cal engineering from ahe l'ni"cntity oflX..trOit.
and a masler\ degree in induMrial man~!tc.:

mcm fromCcmrat \1il.:higan Lniver~il,.. Burcz:
also atwndcd lhe Unin:r!Jil) of ~'lichig:tn
Graduate Bu~inc:;.!'1 choal under the Ext."culive Dc"clopmcm Progl.1m. 11t~ mO~1 noulble
:J!'t"lignmcm.... hn\c Included c.lh·j!'tion chid and
deputy progr'.lffi milOagcr oftaclical wheeled

n:hicles. ~tnd dt:pUI) prugr:un executive
officer (PEO) - combat >upport
A~ 3 PEO \\ ho i~ rc3pon~ibJe for a lalltc
numher

uf~) Mcm~.

Burel. believe.) th:u one

indi\'idua( C"dn no longc:r be the chief strategic leader 3nd ullimatc authority in providing
guidance and direct ion 10 all 3reas of expcrtb~_ Accordingly, ht'" note" thlt th bU';jnc~
of manaliting Ihe life cycle of numcrou... y...lt~m"'i i~ [00 comple,. ;lnd change:lblc IU b:lxe
/\fe/vin E. Burcz
one individual rc.:~pon~ibleand respon h'e for
all significant dcd~ion.s H~ man;tgemcnl philo!'ioph)' has therefore ('"\'olnxl imo a partidp;;atorr
type. He pf()\·idt:~ general guidance regarding proMmm direction and creates Ihe en\'irnnmenl '\vilhin the organization (or the flow-down of op(.'r.uion~1 deci.!)ions to the project or
prugram len:!. A. pari of this procc~s. he allows fur challenges C\'t:'11 to the merits of general
glli(bne<.:. Final dcdsion~. howc:ver. reg~rding program direci ion arc rerained aL I he PEO level.
3S wdl 3b the t'M3bli~llmemof prioriticl; :tnd leveling or rc!)ourCt:S becween the "ariou~ programs. As the procc!"t~cs of this bU5ines: become more complex and flexible, BurC"l. ~lCes~c~
Ihm his pc~onal philosophy is not t manage Ihe details of each program. bUI nllhcr co pro\ ide Ihe gcncrJ.1 dtreClioll_ mOti,·atlon. ::and the profes iun:z.l ano l."thic-.d cn\-Ironmtm for
Ihe: ~pccific program manJgc~ and Other Ciupporl elememl., to oper~Hc or implement Ihe
,pccific program!"t
He bclic\~ that he

j fundam(nlallr job or projecl oriented but rcc()gnizc:~ (he impoc·
Glllel: of people.:. He al 0 t:rnphil ac:. a bal:mce between projt:"ci and people con~ider.uion!<l

for

0\ cl.IlI pro~ram ~uccc~:t

Burc-.£ cmpha izcs thJt J. m:ljor tole for the PEO·Combat SUpporl h to ensure the den:lopmcnt of an em'jronmCIlI where opportunity exists for the compctiti\'c acqui~ition of sy~
tem~, For thi" em'ironment to beconduci\'c 10 compelith'c acqllic,itions, progtaffiJ) must have
'(Jble and .sufficicLlI funding IC\'cls and (here must be a c:ommiument lO implement Ihe
t:ompetiti\c proce~~ in "'"hich conrrnL'tQN recognize Ihat the)' will all be pl2.ying on a I~'cl
plJying field. :):t)S Bura: \'ere han· worked h<lrd to achie\'c this goal anu when we h:lVe
had appropri3te funding we ha"e been vcry succ(!1,.)ful \X'e will continue to work this polil.)·
because it h3S hrought oUllhe bC~1 Of induslrr ({) our program't from a (echnical ~tandpoint
on :l COl ~tl1sitlvc b:tsi,,"

M939A2 SERIES FIVE·TON TAC
Shown is one of the vehicles in the M939A2 Series -

an M925A2

Is a rebuy or Ihe M939A1series wllh the addition ola central lire int
agent reSistant coating in tri-color camouflage pattern. Primary n

MISSION AND ORGANIZATION
PEO - COlnb:n suppOrt o\'enec~ the a~slgned project managers (PMsl••lOd b rcspon~i
bl<: for thedc\·elopmem. acquisitIOn. fielding anu.supporl oflighl. medium and heavl tactical wheeled "chicles L nder the matri"concept. PEO - Combat upport plans. dircCu. and
contrOl- a,'isociated l.S. Army Tank·Autummh"e Command ~lIPP0rt n:source~ locn~un: program accomptiCihmcni. PEO - Combar Support imerfaces Wllh Ht."3.dquarte~. U.S. Arm)
Training and Doclfinc Command and proponcm centers and M:hoOb to elbure requirement
are tr:lllSlaled into hardware. Syslem~ an: fielded within co t, scht.:duJc: and perform:lOcc
hasdines. PEO - Combal uppon en ure:,; ~tA~PRINT and safctr c: nsider.uion are properly
addrcso;;ed during 5~'t(em de\·clopmcm. and coordinates whh funclionaltaff: at the Army
l.;t:t.ff 2nd ~ecrclariat un matlcrs relat~d to combat ~upport Sptlem..
Thcre are curremL)' 99 people (mililary and civilian emplo)ees) a~ign~d 10 the PEO Combat ~u""Ort. An additional 10·, people pro-ide suppOrt to the PEO - Combat Support.

medium tactical truck fleet include: unit mobility. unit resupply

on July 20, 1989, with handoH to the 10ih Mountain Division al •

PROJECT MANAGERS
j'\1.1,1t'lu
nt:fiL"lI1 khKIi,;,

CUI Jll~cph II \1:tYlUn Jr
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C"mm
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1"'. 'h.'dlurn
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PALLETIZEO LOAOIN
The PLS is a 16.5-lon vehicle (33 Ion capability with lraller). II Is ir
Expanded Mobllily TaOlical Truck (HEMTT) as the Field Millery An
or bed or the vehicle and trailer onto the ground and then move 0
one is being unloaded,thus9really decreasing the resupply time.
sition Board and when approved is scheduled to be fielded in e.
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SMALL UNIT SUPPORT VEHICLE (SUSV)
The SUSV family of vehicles includes four variants (cargo carrier, flatbed, command/control and ambulance). Each
variant is atrack&d supportyehicie that Is highly mobile and air transportablE>. ThE> SUSV Is USE>d toconduct operations
In nothern and mountainous regions, and carries selected hems of equipment required by small units. It 1s capable
ollloallng, can sklJorn two la-man Infantrysquads orcarry 1112 ton loads (2 ton in flalb&dj. The SUSV is a nondeyelopmont item (NOI) program. An original buy 0'302 vehicles was made in FY 83. The current rebuyprogram Is scheduled
for inillal lIeldlng in March 1992.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER SYSTEM (HETS)
The HETS consls'ls olliln Ml070 Truck Tractor and M1000 Semitrailer. HETS will be used 10 Iranspon Ihe Ml Series
Main Baltle Tank and other vehicles weighing up 10 70 tons. The M1070 has a ma.ximum gross combination vehicle
weight of 230,000 pounds and is powered by a 500 horsepower diesel engine using a five·speed automatic transmis·
slon. ThE> M1070 and the M1000 are currently undergoing shakedown testing. The Ml000 Is SchE>duled to be fielded
with the M911 tractor bE>glnning in September 1991. The Ml070. which is ,eplacing the M911, is scheduied 10 begin
fielding In March 1992.

:TICAL TRUCK PROGRAM
~e-ton cargo with self reCoyerywlnch. The M939A2 program
laUon system, a new commercial diesel engine and chemical
lisslons of the 1i"e ton. which is the workhorse of the Army's
,d equipment transport. First unit equip date was achieved
Drum, N.V.
4

:on

G SYSTEM (PLS)
l~lally

being brought Into the inyentory to replace the Heavy
,munition Resupply Vehicle. The PLScan off-load the flatrack
n10 other locations to pick up other flatracks whilE> lhelnilial
The system Is currE>nllybeing reyiew&d by thE> DE>fenseAcqui·
~Iy 1992.
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HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE
WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)
ThE> HMMWV is performing those 1 114 ton missions Which cannot reasonably be performed by the less expensiye
Commerclel Utility Cergo Vehicle (CUCV). The HMMWV is the high mobility membe, of the light lIeet and proVides
the Army With a high performance, light load yehlcle for the forward area. Primary missiona are weapons transport,
command and control. and troop/cargo trensport. Ove, 7O,OOOyehicies haYE> been fielded since October 1985. A con·
tract lor 33,000 additional Yehicles was awerd&d In August 1989.
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Simulating Human Figures ...

THE HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
MODELING
PROGRAM
By Virginia A. Pilgrim

The ability 10 imulate a dynamic
human figure by simply using a computer can be a powerful 1001 in predicting and understanding how people will
interact within a given environment. It
is important in the Army to perceive
how well a soldier would accomplish
a mission in a given environment using
the materiel provided and 10 design
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new equipment 10 enhance the oldiers'
effectiveness.
Knowledge ofthe design constraint
imposed by human body size, physi ai,
and cognitive capabilities and limitations is .important to materiel developers in understanding the interaction
between human performance levels
and equipment de ign.
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The .. Army Human Engineering
laboratory (HEL at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, has initiated a program to
develop a technique for simulating the
interaCtion among operators, tao k ,
materiel and their opel"oIting environmemo Thi Human Performance Model
(HPM) program i ba ed heavily on the
u e ofJack, a three-dimen ional Computer Aided Design (CAD) human figure
mode1developed by the Computer and
Jnformation cieace Depanmentat the
University of Pennsylvania under the
direction of Dr. Norman Sadler, with
guidance from HEL.
jack, v hich runs on a ilicon Graphic Iris 4D computer workstation, i
being developed for a number of
civilian and Government agencie .
As described by Dr. Badler, "jack is
a program which di play and manipulate articulated geometric figures.
There are many different a pects of
jack, su has facilitie for con tructing
geometric Objects, pOSitioning figure
in a scene. performing various types of
analy es with the figures, and de cribing motion of the figures. There are also
facilitie for pecifying tigbting and urface property information, and for
rendering high quality image.
"jack is primarily an interactive system. It i predicated on the belief that
geometric operations are best performed interactively and graphically.
Most operation injack u e the mou e,
both to pick commands from menus
and to specify geomerric tran formation . Parameters and value may also
be entered directly from the keyboard."
jack provides an anthropometrically
and biomechanically rea onable
representalionofrbebuman body. The
Jack figure has progres ed from a sinlple
" kinny body" repre enration composed of 112 polygon based on NASA
data to the current "COntour body"
representation composed of nearly
5300 polygons based on data from the
Air Force Arm trong Aerospace Medical Research laboratOry.
Body dimensions are accessed and
manipulated by means of Spreadsheet
Anthropmetric Scaling ystem ( A S)
( ee Figure 1). SASS can accept data from
any population. For example, the
re ult of the late t (1988) Army Anthropometric urvey (A SUR) can be
entered into SASS for u e by those
designing systems for the Army
population.
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A major advantage of integrating
computer models of the human body
with computer models of y tem design
is that "what if" anal}' e can be performed. Change in the ystem design
can be made on the computer and the
de-igner can look at the impact of Ihe
changes on both the system and the
human using ii, all withoUllhe time and
material expenses as odated with
building prototypes.
jack enables the anal yst or de igner
to perform several types of human
factors analyses in three dimensions.
The e analy e include tcst ofwhet her
the soldier will fit in the system,
whether the sold ier wi] Ibe able to reach
controls and mechanism, the soldier's
field of view, and whcther the oldier
has enough strength to operate or maintain the sy tem and perform his tasks.
Each analysis i' important in evaluating
a soldier' ability to usc the materiel
being developed.
Traditionally, analyses, lIch as the e
had to be performed using paper and
pencil or by placing crude twO dimensional mannequins on blueprint drawing of the sy tem being re ted. In either
case, blueprints had to be tediously
redrawn each time a new design option
or solution needed to be evaluated.
Many problem were missed becau e
the analy t or de igner never really got
the whole picture until an e.xpensive (in
terms of time and materials) mock-up
of the system was built. By the time a
mock-up was built, design options and
solution were limited becuase of the
difficulty and expense of rebuilding
the mock-up.
jack al'o ha an animation feature
which i' useful in depicting the
po rures and movements that each
soLdier would go through in performing a set of tasks in a specific operating
environmelll (see Figure2). nimation
of the ystem design can aid the
de igner in visualizing the operator
dynamics and interactions with the
system.
Interactions among oldiers can be
inspected frame by frame if desired and
at any scale or from any viewpoint. The
animation sequences can be replayed
and reanalyzed as required, Images in
Jack can be viewed a wirefram drawings or fully rendered, solid objects.
By using a system like jack, the
de Igner can take ea y-to-alter com-
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Figure 2.
The Jack model can animate various postures and movements that a soldier might
experience in a specific environment.

puter design drawing -of the system and
perform human factor' analyse in
three dimensions allowing him to bener
identify problem areas early in the
design prnce ,He can then change the
draWings of the y tem and inve tigate
a myriad of dt ign options and solution in a relatively shorr period oftime,
with time to make the changes on the
computer being the only co t.
Accord:ing to Or. Badler "by building
computer models early in the design
cycle, we avoid having to build physical mock-ups ofthe actual ituation or
environment. 'fhi does not mean that
mock-ups are useless, but early on, the
designer may not know where people
and items will Q placed inside tbe environment, and it's much more flexible
to have a computer graphics model that
can be changed, instead of going to a
machine shop and having them retool
a portion of the mock-up."
jack is a very complex model, butthe
interface has b\::en designed to make it
u er friendly. "We try to build software
that is general, flexible and usable. An
\average user should be able to operate
Jack with about two days of training:'
said Badler.
The basic premise of jack is that
better system Qesigns will re ult from

enabling designers to explore more
de ign alternatives and to evaluate these
design' before constructing c )sll)' and
time con uming prorot)'pe hardware.
"The goal of the jack model i. to
produce comput'rized figure. which
can he manipulatcd and animated
ea i1y. 0 that they perform tasks in a
working or operating environment,"
Badler said.

VlRGT. IA A. PILGRIM is tbe puhaJJairs oJficerJo,- /be u.s. Ilrmy
Human Engineering Laboratory
be balds a B.A. degree i11 telecommunications from Alabama A&,11
Uniuersity Huntsl'ille, AL. alld i a
graduate Oftbe Defel/Se II/fonna/ion
School (Dl FOS) Public AfJairs
Officer and EditOrs COlt,. es.
lie
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LIFE CYCLE
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
CENTERS
Introduction
The U.S. Army's dependence on
computers and the computer software
used in automated weapon systems has
grown dramatically over the last two
decades. In 1970 there were only three
automated weapon systems in the Army
inventory. By 1980, this figure had
grown to 91. Today, the Army is developing and supporting in excess of250
distinct automated weapon systems
(Figure 1). This exponential growth ha
been necessary to erve as a forcemultiplier and to provide a cost-effective and flexible means of responding
to changing threats (Figure 2).
To help manage the ever-growing
dependence on computer sofrware,
which is a direct consequence of the
rapid growth of user requirements, the
Army Materiel Command CAMC) has

established Life Cycle Software
Engineering Centers (LCSECs) within
four of it major subordinate
commands: The CommunicationsElectronics Command (CECOM), the
Missile Command (MICOM), the Aviation Systems Command (AYSCOM) and
the Armaments, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM) (Figure 3).
Each of the e four centers serves as a
software focal point within the command and as the ource of experti e for
project managers (PM ) and readiness
system managers acros all phases of
their sy terns' life cycle.

Origins
The need for such centers had its
origin in the late 70s, when the Army
began to recognize that software sup-

GROWTH TREND OF ARMY SOFTWARE INTENSIVE
BATTLEFIELD SYSTEMS
(FIELDED/UNDER DEVELOPMENT)
I

,
I

300

I

200
NUMBER
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SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION

100

POST DEPLOYMENT
SUPPORT

Figure 1.
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port for fielded systems would require
some pecial attention. In particular,
because PM were chartered only up
through the initial fielding of systems,
the Army needed to assign responsibility for POSt Deployment ofrware upport (PDSS) to an organization with a
readine s mission. To meet that need,
the Army created a number of PDSS
centers in 1980 as part ofthe command
structure that exi ted within the former
Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM).
The initial concept, while a step in
the right direction, demon trated two
major hoftcomings. First, ttan itions
from the PMs proved to be very difficult
because the PDSS centers were not
actively involved in the initial development phase and PMs, more or Ie s,
"handed-over" the system to the
centers for upport. econd, it became
apparent that independent decisionmaking (including the choice of computers and programming languages)
across PM was adding unnecessary
diversity and cost to the total Army
PDSS resource requirements.
The earlier concept wa modified to
give the PDSS centers an opportunity
to "observe" the initial development
and to "advise" PMs on key decisions.
The re ult wa some improvement, but
the concept was stiU not toraUy effective becau e the role in development
was more "passive" than "active," and
because PMs were motivated to follow
advice when it was consistent with the
goals oftheir charters (which, typically,
did not address the PDSS time frame).
The final adjustment to the concept
carne when regulations were approved
and implemented authorizing LCSECs
to take an active role in assuring that
software was developed and documented so as to en ure its long-term
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supportability in PDSS. Coupled with
the matrix support concept implemented with the establishment of the
Program Executive Office (PEa) structure, it enabled the LCSECs to act as a
total focal point for technical support
and software policy and support
planning.
This concept has allowed the LCSECs
to implement standardization in the use
of programming language (Ada, for
instance); in software developmenr
processes and documentation procedure ; in interoperability te ting; in
verification and validation techniques;
and in other software technology
insertion.

THE ARMY DEPENDS
ON
COMPUTERS!
SOFTWARE
ASA
COST-EFFECTIVE,
FLEXIBLE-RESPONSE

WEAPON
SYSTEMS

FORCE
MULTIPLIER
INFORMAnOlll
COUECnOHIDEHIAL
SYSTEMS

Operational Role
The operational role that governs the
LCSECs ha been evolving for more
than a decade to its current state of
development (Figure 4); a brief synopsis follows:
The science of developing and producing software that wiJl function in
accordance with its requirements, reliably and error free, is a discipline and
emerging science called "software engineering." The focal points in the Army
for ensuring that modern software
engineering practices are employed for
weapon systems are theAMC Life Cycle
Software Engineering Centers.
The primary mission of the AMC Life
Cycle Software Engineering Centers is
to provide software engineering support for battlefield automated weapon
systems during acquisition and in their
world-wide use. This oftware engineeringsupport is provided throughout
the life cycle of the system - from the
time the software is initially developed
and produced, through the duration of
the time the system is u ed in the field.
Ufe Cycle Software Engineering
Centers ensure that the software does
what it is supposed to do - especially
when it is being used in a weapon system in a battlefield situation. Another
purpo e oflife cycle software engineering is to make sure that the software is
produced according to schedule and
that the costs attributed to software are
properly contained and controlled.
Life Cycle Software Engineering
Cenrers have a cominuous focus on
improving both the quality of software
and the methOds of controlling the
co ts and schedule of developing and
supporting software. These software
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Figure 3.
technology efforts employ software
engineering principles to improve the
processes of developing and supporting software. Software engineering
principles are also applied in standardizing the methods of evaluating
and measuring the quality ofa software
product and the technical progress of
its development.

Among the e cost, schedule, and
quality-focused efforts, are methods of
reusing software that have already been
deve10ped for other systems or projeers; improving software development
processes to eliminate rework; developing methods of measuring the quality
of the software and the processes used
in its development; and methods and
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lOoL~ for aUlOmating and imprO\ ing
both the softwan: dt:' elopment process
and, through rever~e engineering and
technology in~erl ion, tht: ~uppon
proce s as well.
Life Cycle Soft wart: Engineering aLso
includes providing technical SUppOrlto
1'1\I~ in directing the oftware development and production effon of contractors by evaluating the COnlf'<lClOr'S
capabiliry, mOnitoring the ontr<lctor's
development and production, and
mea uring and a~ es~ing the contraclOr's over<lll performam:e.

Benefits
A classic eJGI m pit: oftht: benefits that
can be derh'ed from making improvement to a wcapon r~tem through software enhancement~is the ir Defen~c
Patriot mi ile )' rem.
The original Patriot r~tem wade igned to engage aircrafl. The capability of Ihe system was sub equenrly
expanded to engage tactical ballistic
mi ile a~ well as aircraft. The
improved capability wa implemented
through enhancements to the oft ware
pr gr.lm , at a cost of 32 million.
1-10\\ !:ver, the cO'r of making rhe arne
tmprmcment in hardware ora new mi'silt: ~y~tem b e~timaled to be man)' rimes
the 32 million. Ralherrhan looking ar
the CO't of ~oft\\are alone (in "ab~o-

,.,.......
fUmlSi'

-

lute" terrru.), we need to look at the
cost-advantage (in "relative" terms) of
oftware. laking an investment in software yields a mea~ureable return,
which is the co ·t-advantage of u ing
soft ware, over achieving equivalenr
capability rhrough hardware implemencuion alone.
InMead of thinking of how much
oftware COStS, we might better think in
term. of "how much oft ware ave '."
Because oftw.lre, indeed. i an efficient
force-multiplier that provide' a eo reft~ctive and flexible me-ans of responding to change~ tu ho tile threats.
The exponential growth within the
Army ofcomputerized weapon ystems
and their accompanying oftware has
created a number of new management
challenges, e pecially in the current
environment ofdiminlshing re ources.
The common theme among these
challenges is that the LC E s musr perform their work fa!>ter, che'.per and
better. Facing up to the realities of this
tbeme has fo lered a variery of management and te hnical initiatives which are
aimed at improving the software
proces~ and the quality of the produ t
that it produce .

Training
One of the e initiatives i the AM
Software Engineering Intern Program,
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which can lead to a master of scit'nce
degree in software engineering. The
I,vo-year training program begin with
one year of c1as room training at the
Army Malericl Education and Trdining
ACtivit. (AM ETA) School of Engineering at Red River Army Depot in Texarkana, TX. In the second year of the
progrdm, intern' are a signed to the
CECOM enter for oftware Engineering ( E), Fort Monmouth. J, where
rhey receive on-the-job training
through hands-on projects and pursue
a master'~ degree in software engineering at Monmouth College, West Long
fir,lOch, NJ.
To date, some 60 intern have ucce~~fully completed the program,
providing an expanded base ofsoftware
expertise for the Army. Interns completing the program are permanently
a igned throughour AMC, b~ed on
oftware skill need and command priorities. While the program is regarded
as extremely successful, "retention"
concerns have been emerging. Government salaries are not competitive
enough with the private ector, and the
kill produced by Ihe program are
highly marketable. Mechanisms need to
be found to make it more attractive for
young software engineers to make a
career of government servi e.
enior government software engineers and experienced software
managers, already in hOrt supply, al 0
con titute a diminbhing reSOUlet:. Like
the interns, they posses verY"aluable
skills thal are highly marketable. There
i also the problem of retirement which
further reduces our pool of senior of1ware experts. This trend musr be
reversed if we are to succes fully
develop and adequately SUppOf[ the
complex automated weapon systems
that ill be required in the future
(Figure 5).
Another important inItiative i the
creation of an AMC-, ide task force
whi h ha been given a number of
major as~ignments by the deputy
commanding general for RD&A at HQ
AMC. One of these assignments is the
development of a soft are awarenes
program for general offi er and members of the enior Executive ervices
( ES ). Inerea ed software awareneat General Officer and E levels i
essential in loday's high-technology
environment.
The majority of the Army's enior
Leaders have spent their entire careers
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dealingwilh hardware and they are not
always sufficiently aware of the unique
issues that software and its rapid growth
have created. AMC is developing a program called "ARmy Executives for oftware (ARE )," which is intended to
provide senior Army leaders with
greater in ight into the rapidly increasing dependence on software and
management issues which surround It.
ARE is a two and one-half day forum,
which will be held at the Software
Engineering In titule (SEI) in Pittsburgh, PA. ltimarely, it will be hosted
at the Army War College.
everal versions of ARE have already
been held and well-received by the
attendee. As an institution, the Army
has not kept pace with oftware
advances and ARES is providing the
information that our leaders need in
order to spon or the cultural change
thaI is required 10 place oftware in it
proper perspective a a cost-effective,
force-multiplicr in Army weapon
system.

Funding
A critical management challenge that
need' to be addre ed, in lhis environment of increasing work-load and
decreasing resources, i the funding of
software support for systems in development as well as those in lhe field.
Hi toricall)', tht' funding required has
been ub Iantiall)' Ie s than that which
was budgeted. For example, in FY90,
108 million wa required for support,
but on1)' 51 million wa available. By
FY9 ,fielded
tern . requirements
are projected to rise to 21 million,
with only 151 million expected to
be available.
The wide di crepancies between the
funding required and the funding available, traditionally, ha posed the
dilemma of prioritizing sy terns work
and allocating resource , as far as the
money would go. This proce ,which
ha been pursued jointly by AMC and
TRADOC, required the constant
"scrubbing" and re-establishment of
prioritie ,and the piecemeal doling-out
of resources to fill upport requirements on a "most needed" basis. Needle s to ay, orne ystem requirement
were sparsely funded and others wen[
unfunded. This short-fall dilemma is
e.xpected to continue and negatively
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impact the capabilities of Army battlefield automated systems.
The funding and prioritization process for software suppOrt needs to be
institutionalized. y terns in development and production need to be
examined to re-evaluate their support
requirements and determine whether
some requirements can be combined
and others eliminated, or whether
work on certain systems should be
stopped. For systems in the field, an
evaluation should be made to determine whetller a system should continue
to be supported with software enhancements and improvements (such as the
improvements discussed on the Patriot
mis He system), or whether just software ustainment (maintenance) and
correction of software "bugs" (prob·
lem and errors) should be made, in
order to ensure that the funding for upport is there. In short, the requirements
for automated battlefield capabilities
must be carefully and continuously
reviewed and prioritized; and user
appetites for increased capabilitie mu t
be tempered by available funding.

oftware Engineering Centers have
become key organization for guiding
that growth in a manner dIal provide
a cost-effective response to user need.
In the current environment of declining resource , however, a number of
management concerns have emerged
which must be re olved. Principle
among them are issues urrounding
re ource , such as, diminishing funds
versus growing requirements; and
increasing workloads versu declining
taffs in the LC ECs.
The challenges of the e c ncerns will
be resolved as senior Army leadership
becomes increasingly aware rhat the
issues facing them will require the
initiation of "cultural" changes. Thi
will enable lbe unique capabilities of
computer software to assume an even
more prominent banlefield role in
the future.

The preceding article was provided by the CECOM Life Cycle oftware Engineering Cenlel:

Conclusions
With the Army becoming increasingl y dependent on computer software
as a force-multiplier, the AMC Life Cycle
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MODEL ADEQUACY
IN
TEST
AND
EVALUATION
Weak Spots
In Vulnerability Modeling
By James F. O'Bryon

Yogi Berra said, "Prediction are hard
to make, especially about the future."

In the world of computer predictions,
Yogi was not far from the mark.
Defen e applications of computer
modeling have come a long way since
the early days of vacuum lubes and
relay. Computers have become faster,
more reliable and user friendly. They
ha\'e al 0 increased orders ofmagnitude
in computing capacity. Computer
analysis LOols enable us now to even
vi ualize the outputS from tbe mathemati aJ model .
Congre s re ognized that computer
modeling aI 0 has it limitatiOns, and
enaCted legislati n requiring realistic
operational and live fire te ting. The
legislation requires realistiC testing to
allow the physical laws of nature to play
Out, reg:udle's of how simple or complex the physical law eem LO appear.
The focus of vulnerability and lethality computer modeling over the years
has been on balli tic penetratioo of
targets. Recent live fire testing shows
that these penetration model predictions are quite reliable against standard
known material. In one recent eries
of live fire tests, 95 percent of all
penetration predictions were correct.
However, once penetration occurred,
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the succe s of the models to predict the
damage that occurred dropped dramaticaly. For example, the models did not
properly identify over halfofthe critical components actually damaged
during this eries of tests. This occurred
even though more than 3,000 shots
against components and subsystems of
the same type target had preceded
these tests.
I would like to address four key areas
associated with DOD weapons vulnerability assessment models: Phenomenology, Methodology, Real World
Challenge and Benefits.

Damage Phenomenology
Probably 90 percent of the entire
focu of vulnerability and lethality
mode.ling has been on ballistic penetration and spalling. Indeed, this type of
damage mechanism has and will continue to be a major source of concern.
However, 100 many people accept the
notion that if penetration does not
occur no significant damage occurs.
Conversely, many believe that penetration equates to significant damage.
either i alway true. Accountability
fot other damage mechanisms - some
simple, others complex - must also be
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accompli hed. Their relative importance depends on the specific weapon/
target combinations considered.
• Distortion/Bending/Cracking.
Impacting munitiOns can cause significant distortion of eqUipment affecting
its ability to rotate, elevate or otherwise
operate. Externally mounted devices
(optics, fire control) are subject to bending and cracking. These phenomena
may yield firepower or mobility kills.
Current models are seriously deficient
in their ability to handle these effects.
• Shock/Blast. Munitions, including high explosives, fuel-air explo ives
and high velocity penetrators can
generate shock damage upon impact or
proximity bUISt. Although considered
in ship vulnerability modeling, this
damage mechanism is just now beginning to receive more attention in the
armor and aircraft modeling world. It
is becoming even more critical to consider with the advent of complex high
technology, computer-dependent
weapons platforms.
• Fire Initiation/Propagation.
Fire continues to be the primary killer
on-board ship, and is a major contributor to crew casualties aboard aircraft
and armored systems. Even the latest
models handle this major source of
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vulnerability using rather crude empirical relationships.
• Toxic Fumes/Heat/Burns. Toxic
fumes were not contained in the model
predictions as a damage mechanism
for the original Bradley Fighting Vehicle live fire tests (LFT). Yet, the LFT
results showed tbat this was tbe
primary source ofsystem vulnerability.
The effects of heat/burns on crew
and eqUipment is another major source
of vuLnerability needing greater
attention.
• Hydrodynamic Ram. The
imparting of energy on thin-skinned
enclosed components like fuel tanks
causes hydrodynamic ram damage. We
need to focus on this critical damage
mechanism since many of our developmental munitions depend on this
mechanism to defeat targets.
• Projectile Breakup/Debulletization/Secondary Debris. Recent
experience where ouc helicopters were
hit by enemy fire graphically revealed
that when a projectile enters a target, it
often breaks into several pieces and
ricochets, and in the case of bullets with
lead cores, often shed their jackets.
Each of these pieces then takes on its
own path, generating additional
damage. Impacts may cause equipment
to break from mounting and fly freely
about producing secondary debris.
Model upgrades need to account for
these effects.
• Non-nuclear Electromagnetic
Pulse (EMP). NucIear EMP effects have
been studied and modeled for some
time. However, the EMF generated by
conventionaL munition impact is
neither well understood, nor modded.
Weapons systems dependent on integrated Circuits and similar electronic
componentS must be assessed as to their
vulnerability to non-nuclear EMP.
• Directed Energy Threats.
Threats including charged particle
beams, high powered microwave and
lasers will soon populace the battlefield.
Modeling the vulnerability of equipment and personnel to these threats
must be accomplished.

Methodology
Beyond these specific damage
mechanisms is a generic set of problems which cut across most vulnerability assessments. They have yet to
be successfully tackled. Several are
as follows:
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• Kill Definitions. Traditionally,
conventional land system probabilities
of kiU have been defined a K-kills
(catastrophic), 1'¥;1-kills (mobility) and
F-kills (flfepower). Except for K-kills
that have a binary outcome (killed or
not killed), kill categories are not probabilities at all but rather degradations in
performance. Yet, most force-on-force
analyses have used them for years as
probabilities. What does a mobility kill
of 0.5 really mean? There's a 50 percent
chance that you will be wtally immobile? There is a 1.00 percent chance that
you will be able to move half as fast?
There is a 100 percent chance that you
can move just as fast but only half as far?
The definitions selected must parallel
the damage assessment process used to
assess system vulnerability.
• Soft Kills. Historically, combat
doctrine has taught soldiers to continue
to ddiver fire untfil there is a visiblesign
of target defeat (explosion, major fire).
With the advent of highly sophisticated, computef-dependent weapons
platforms, it is not essential to cause
overmatching damage to achieve a kill.
New emphasis needs to be placed on
modeling "soft" kills for both U.S.
targets and U.S. munitions effectiveness. Computer failure, engine shutdown or fire control misalignment are
examples of "soft kills."
• MUltiple Hit Assessment. Most
vulnerability models assume that a
target is undamaged until hit. History
hows that targets can be repeatedly hit,
both equentially (time-spaced hits as
in rapid fire sy terns) and spatially
(multiple fragment hitting simultaneously from fragmenting munitions).
The current approach for assessing the
probability of kill for multiple hits on
a target is to use the "Survivor Rule"

Factors such as damage
control aboard ship, or
the decision to fight fires
in a tank or abandon it
or the decision to eject
from a darraged aircraft
must be accounted for.

which assumes that the effects of individual impacts are independent of one
another. Since nearly all targets have
time-dependent characteristic (liquid
which can leak, catch fire and evaporate; fire suppression systems which
may be activated only once or twice and
other parameters), assuming total
independence of multiple hits can
cause serious miscalculation of target
vulnerability.
• Shotline Selection. There ha
been much discussion about the need
co selectshotlines carefully. There is the
cendency by modelers to assume that
they "know the relevantunknowns" in
their models. Hence, shotline selection
to as eS5 vulnerability tendS to be driven
by the known unknowns. Recent LFT
has shown that the randomly selected
shotlines have yielded valuable information about "unknowns that were
unknown." There is a role for "engineering shots" to assess known uncertainties. But there must always be a role
for random shot selection and assessment. Mter all, this is how the enemy
will strike.
• larget Edges, Welds and Discontinuities. Most computer descriptions are unable to handle the changes
in vulnerability due to manufacturing
method. They can account for different material properties such as sted and
titanium. But, computer models have
a very difficult time asse sing the
change in vulnerability due to bolted or
welded joints. This is also true for bending or other processes which alter the
material response to chreats. A testing
program against targets with the e
characteristics, not just flat homogeneous plates, is the only way to gather
this information.
• Non-orthogonal Shot Selection. Historically, shotlines taken at90
degree increments around the target
was the basis of computed vulnerability. This was done for the ease of the
analyst. It presents, however, some arti·
ficialities since most targets are also
assembled orthogonally, with many
components being mounted at right
angles or parallel to the centerline.
Vulnerability assessments based only
o'n orthogonal shotlines can create
some artificialities. For example, if a
shOtline enters a vehicle parallel to a fuel
tank will, the apparemfuel tank thickness may be assessed as being several
feet thick rather than a fraction of an
inch thick. Selecting from a full off-axis
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To enable a better understanding of
the intensity and complexity of the
weapon/target interaction, vulnerability
modelers must routinely observe the
testing which they are modeling.

speCtrum of combat shot azimuth and
elevations would minimize this problem.
• Threat Multi-Dimensional
Shotlines. Often hotlines areju t that,
inHnitely thin lines. They are nottreated
as lfthey have a size or caliber but rather
as a ray. Munition must be treated as
ha\-ing rheir full physical dimension.
Addition:illy. model must con ider the
relative yaw and pitch at impact.
• Warhead Damage vs. Debris
Damage. Recent testing has shown that
static testing of warheads often yield
different lethalitie than dynamically
fired warheads. Often the difference is
uue 10 the lethality contribution from
thing OIher than the warhead itself.
Much of the USS Stark damage was nor
directly attributable 10 the Exocet warhead alone. The unexpended rocket
fuel and the kinetic energy of me misHe body were also major factors. The
effect of non-' arhead component·
(booster motor and propellant, guidance package) mu t be considered.

Real World Challenges
Someone ha said "To computer
modelers. the real world is a pecial
case." We need to move toward the real
world. We need to quantify tho e ignifi ant effects which are not quantified
and improve on those that are poorly
modeled including the following:
• Crew Action. The role of crew
action in the midst of combat is critical
for vulnerability as e men!. Facmrs
such as damage control aboard ship, or
the decision 10 fight fire in a tank or
abandon it or the decision to eject from
a damaged aircraft mu t be accounted
for. Studie~ of recent combat and
behavior under combat tre provides
modelers with some valuable insights.
Additional data gathered from man-inthe-loop simulators or operational te t
may also be u eful although the combat tre's factor is missing.
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• Cascading Damage Effects. Live
fire te ting has hown that component
te ting i not adequate to identify
ources of weapon y tem vulnerability. Te ting again t combat-configured
weapon sy tern allows for the identification of synergistic vulnerabilitie
which are often not pas ible to identify
from mere component testing. One
future challenge is m .'capture" these
real world effects from testing and pLace
them into model upgrade .
• Realistic Combat Configuration. Computer models often a sume
that combat loads will be c.xactly as the
manual instruct. More often than not,
the load-outs of fighting platforms in
actual combat are different. For example, lubricams and fuels may have
pilled or leaked. Also. doors or hatche
may be open. Modeling must capture at
lea t the major variable to get at a
realistic vulnerability e tlmate. Vulnerability asses menr. of aircraft is typic:Llly
made without can ldering the comribution of the on-board munitions.
These mu t be accounced for in the context of the mi sian.

Benefits of Vulnerability
Modeling
Major benefits can be derived from
gening our vulnerability modeling
house in order.
• Excursions from Test Results.
It i ,'irtuaHy impossible to test every
point for every condition. Modeling
enables modest excursions between te t
ob ervation .
• Sensitivity Analysi . Model
allow the perturbation of specific
parameters 10 asse s the relath'e payoff
of changing a weapon characteristic.
• Interpretation of Test Data.
There i an important interactive relation hip between models and te t
re ults. Test data can help calibrate
model . At the same time the computer
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model can provide insights into undertanding the re ult of tests.
• Basis for Future Weapons
Design. There is no other effective 1001
as a ba is for designing a new weapons
concept. The only alternative - trial
and errOr prototyping - could be
expensive and time can uming.

Where Do We Go

From Here?
We ha,-e come a long way in developing computer methodology to represent the target to the computer through
solid geometry technique. We have
also come a long way in understanding
penetration phenomenology parti ularty for conventional materials. The
modeling community now needs to
understand and address orne of the
other ignificam i sues di cussed above.
ew defeat mechanisms, new kill
criteria, and new methodology are of
particular importance.
To enable a better understanding of
the intensity and complexity of the
weaponltarget interaction, vulnerability modelers must routinely observe the
te ting which they are modeling. Some
work is underway 10 address several of
the above-mentioned i sue. Much
remains to be done. Live fire te ting will
provide many of the necessary insights
to bring thi 10 frUition.

JAMES F. 0 'BRYON has served as
director, livefire te ting in the Office
Of the Seo"etary of Defense since
ovember 7986. He is agraduateo!
The King's College, George WashingtOil University and M.l.T. and has
25 years Of experience in weapons
RDT&E.
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THE COLOR OF MONEY
AND THE MILITARY'S BAD PRESS
It seems that hardly a day goes by
when a newspaper reporter or TV new
commentator isn't taking a potshot at
the Department of Defense for buying
a vehicle or weapon system that is nm
living up to expectations. Though any
new piece of equipment - whether
military or non-military - usually
brings with it some risk thal it will prove
to be a disappointment to its buyer,
many of the hardware-related risks
DOD face are caused by the way we
allocare money for the de elopment,
procurement, and maintenance of
weapon systems. I am convinced rhar
we can dramatically reduce the likeli·
hood ofthe e risks. This reducrion can
come if we are willing to change our
funding strategy.
A common complaint voiced by
critics roday is rhat we do nor fully test
equipment and the tests we do conducr
often show equipment deficiencies, yet
we buy it anyway. To understand why
rhis may sometimes happen, ir i nece sary to take a look at how military funds
are appropriated. These funds are
earmarked by Congress for specific purposes, including research, development,
tesr and engineering (ROTE), procurement, and operation and maintenance.
Once money is committed to a particular category, or equipment line
within a category, it is as though it has
taken on a different shade of green
which identifies it as money that will
buy only a limired type of goods and
services. It cannot be used elsewhere,
and significamchanges cannot be made
without Congressional approval. Such
spending limitations can cause prob·
lems not only during the development
ofoew equipment, but throughout the
entire acquisition cycle.
When developing a new vehicle, for
example, a program manager mu t estimate required funds years allead of time
for both ROTE and procurement. Once
a program spending plan is approved,
the manager is locked into a budget that
might not provide adequate funds to
deal with unforeseen problems that
may crop up. If, for instance, tests reveal
a vehicle design deficiency jusr as ROTE
money runs out, the program manager
faces a real dilemma. The smarr thing
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By Kenneth J. Oscar with
George Taylor
to do would obviously be to pend
more time in development and correct
the problem. BUl ROTE funds have been
used up, only procurement money is
available, and it cannot be spent on
further development.
If the program manager goes back to
the decision-makers and asks for more
money or to rransfer the procurement
money to ROTE, the program must be
stopped until CQI[gress approves a new
appropriation or transfer, which could
take up to three years. So, rather than
delay the program, the program
manager opts for starting production,
even though correcring the problems
during production has considerably
higher risk.
Our approach to budgeting defense
dollars also makes ir more difficult to
correct problem ~ once they have been
discovered in' fielded equipment. A current example lnvol es the troop heater
used in our tank . The heater we buy
wears alit quickly and is nor very reliable. But, replacing ir wirh a better one
is not an easy task. This heater is a
unique military item that cannot Simply
be replaced with a commercially available unit. Thus, a replacement would
have to be developed from scrarcb - a
job requiring RDTE money. Alrhough a
new heater was recently funded under
the Field Assistance Science and Technology (FAST) Program, all ofour ROTE
money was previously tied up in the
development of new vehicles and
weapons. Consequently, the Army was
unable to procure a better heater that
would last longer and save money in the
long run. Instead, it pent additional
procurement money for replacement of
tank-heater components that wear out
quickly - money that would have been
better spent is it could have been used
ro pay for the ne1eded improvement.
The Ser ices are often criticized in
rhe press for nor i:loing more ro reduce
the operaring a d support cosr of
weapon sysrems. This is again caused

by rhe inability to change rhe "color"
or category offund in any timely way.
For example, to operate a tank's sensor
systems in si lent overwatch at night, it
is nece ary to run the main tank
engine, which requires a considerable
amount of fuel. This fuel is paid for alit
of the oper:ltions and maimenance
accounts, which have been rising at
about five percent a y{:ar.
A technical solution was developed
to put a small auxiliary engine under
armor in the tank to power rbe e sensors, bur sufficient procurement money
(which must be used to buy equipment)
was not avai1able to buy this equipment.
As a result, many times the amount of
money needed to procure the auxiliary
engine is being pent in fuel costs. There
is no incentive and lillie money available to DOD agencies co ork on
money-saving idea, since the money
aved is in different appropriation ,and
it is almost impossible to transfer it for
use in funding further saving effoers.
Problems such as the elGlmples above
are very often the cause ofnegative publicity about the Defense Department.
They are all caused by the different
"colors" of our defen e money. Two
quick alrernarives to olving the e
problems are to either reduce the number of categories or colors of money, or
to dramatically increase the Defense
Department's authority to tran fer
moneys between categories.
DR. KENNETH]. OSCAR is deputy
jor research, development, and engineering and director ojthe Re earcb,
Development and E/lgineering
Centel; U. . Army Tank Automotive
Command. HeholdsaB.5. degree in
pbysics ft'om Clarkson University
and M.S. and Pb.D. degl'ees in
physicsjrom American niversity.
GEORGE TAYLOR is a technical
publications writer-editor at the U
Army Tank Automoti~le Command.
He holds a B. A. degree injournalism
and an M.A. degree in communicationsFOIn Michigan State Ulliuersity.
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17th Army
Science
Conference
Held in
Durham
The 17th .S. Army Science Conference, sponsored by tbe assistant
secretary of the Army for research,
development and acquisition, was
held during June of this year in
Durham, NC. The traditional objective
ofthe conference is to provide a forum
for presentation, discussion and recognition of significant accomplishments
by Army scienti lS and engineers. This
is achieved primarily through presentation of technical papers.
In addition to the 96 technical papers
presented at this year's conference, a
number of general session speeches
were given. Among the ewasakeynote
address titled "Science - Investment
for the Army's Future," by Dr. Gordon
J. MacDonald, vice president and chief
scientist of the MITRE Corp., McLean, VA.
Other general session presentations
included "Army Technology Base
Master Plan," by George T. Singley ill,
deputy assistant ecretary for re earch
and technology and chief scientist,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (RDA); "Army as a Strategic
Force," by COL Raoul H. Alcala, Office
of the Chief of Staff; "BA T SUR
Study," by Dr. Richard Chait, chief
scientist, Army Materiel Command; and
"Medical R&D Forecast," by COL
Gerald C. Sadoff, chief of bacterial
diseases, Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research.
The technical papers were arranged
in four parallel sessions representing
the broad technology groupings: chemical, structural, and fluid dynamics;
electronic components and equipment
including soldier compatibility; biochemical and medical research; and
battlefield environment including
detector and material behavior.
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Of the 96 papers presented during 24
subsessions of the conference, 12 were
cited for special recognition. A select
committee of the Army Science Board
chose the papers to receive award .
A ream of out tanding scientists
and engineers from the U. . Army Elec-

tronics Technology and Devices
Laboratory (ETDL), Fort Monmourh,
N], \Vas the recipient of the first
prize, Paul A. Siple Memorial (silver
medallion) Award. The team will hare
a 2,500.00 award. Anderson Kim,
Dr. Robert Zeto, Robert Youmans, and
Dr. Maurice Weiner co-authored the
winning entry, \ hich was titled" uhanosecond Riserime High Power
Photoconductive GaAs Switch and Its
Transient Electric Field Profiles." This
paper describes a new uh-nanosecond
pulser, a device applicable to highpower, wide-bandwidth radar system ,
which will provide a new improved
resolution capability for identifying
targets. The device is expecred to lead
to further improvements in system
efficiency and compactness.
Three papers were also elected for
out tanding achiel'ement. The authors
of each paper received certificate of
achievement and bronze medallions,
and shared a 1,000 cash award.

Dr. Anderson Kim receives the Paul A. Siple Memorial Award for his team
from George T. Singley 111, deputy assistant secretary for research and
technology, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (RDA). ARO
Director Dr. Gerald J. Iafrate is at the podium.
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Dr. George J. Simonis, Kenneth G.
Purcba e, CPT (Dr.) Ralph G. Hay, Dr.
eelam Gupta, and Dr. Paul Ashley,
employees at the U.S. Army Harry
Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi, MD,
and the U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM), Redstone Arsenal, AL, were

Dr. George J. Simonis receives an
outstanding achievement certifi·
cate for his team from George T.
Singley III, deputy assistant secretary for researcch and technology,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RDA). ARO Director Dr.
Gerald J. Iafrate is at the podium.

CPT Harry E. Cartland receives an
outstanding achievement certifi·
cate for his team from George T.
Singley III, deputy assistant secretary for research and technology,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RDA). ARO Director Dr.
Gerald J. Iafrate is at the podium.
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recognized for their work on the paper
titled "Optoelectronic Generation,
Control, and Distribution ofMicrowaves.' '
COL Jerald C. Sadoff, MAJ Daniel
Gordon, Dr. Anita Aggarwal, Dr. Louis
Baron, and Dr. tanJey Cryz, who work
at the Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, Wa hington, DC, and the
Swiss Serum and Vaccine Institute,
Bern, Switzerland, were awarded for
their efforts on the paper titled "Development of Vaccines Against Malaria."
COL Thomas H. Johnson and CPT
Harry E. Cartland, both from the
.5. Military Academy at West Point,
, were honored for their work on the

COL Jerald C. Sadoff receives an
outstanding achievement certificate from George T. Singley III,
deputy assistant secretary for
research and technology, Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(RDA). ARO Director Dr. Gerald J.
Iafrate is at the podium.
paper titled "Xenon Chloride Laser
caling.',
In addition, eight papers were
selected for honorable mention. The
authors of these papers received certificate of achievement and shared a
500.00 cash award.
Dr. Charles M. Bowden, Dr. MarkJ.
Bloemer, and Dr. Joseph W. Haus, who
are employed by MICOM, Redstone
Arsenal, AL, and the Ren selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, were cited
for their accomplishments on the paper
titled' 'Nonlinear Optical Propertie of
Metallic Microparticle Composites."
Dr. Doran D. Smith and Ravi Khanna,
who work at ETDL, were recognized
for their efforts in authoring the paper
titled "A Selectively-Contacted

Dual Channel High Electron Mobiliry
Tean istoc."
Dr. Charles H. Murphy, James W.
Bradley, and William H. Mermagen, r.,
of the BallistiC Research Laboratory in
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, were
cited for their work on the paper titled
"Side Momeor Exerted by a Spinning,
Coning, Highly Vi cous Liquid Payload."
Dr. Raphael A. Ranco, Jr. and James
K.lngram, employees ofthe U.S. Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Starion, Vicksburg, MS, were honored for
their paper titled "A Very High hock,
elf-Contained Data Acquisition )'Stem."
Dr. Herbert A. Leupold, who works
at ETDL was cited for his efforts on the
paper titled "Novel Magnetic Field
ource for Micro, MM and Optical
Wave Devices."
Dr. James J. Valdes, from the .5.
Army Chemical RD&E Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, wa recognized for authoring the paper titled
"Detection of Toxins with a Reversible
Bio ensor."
Dr. Jack N. Rinker, of the .5. Army
Engineer Topographic Laboratorie at
Fort Belvoir, VA, wa cited for his work
on the paper titled "Hyperspectral
Imagery - A ew Technique for
Targeting and Intelligence."
Melanie 'XI: Cole, Dr. Mitra Dutta, and
Peter ewman, all of ETDL, were
honored for authoring the paper titled
"Microstructural Characterization of
Semiconductor laterial as Related to
Device Performance."
The 96 technical papers were
selected from more than 400 narrative
summaries that were submitted for consideration by working scientists from
the Army Materiel Command (AMC),
The Surgeon General, the Corp of
Engineers, the Army Re earch Institute,
and the U.S. Military Academy.
Members of the Army cience Conference planning committee noted that
this year's selection wa unu ually
difficult because of the exceptionally
high number of qualified papers that
reflected the theme ,. cienceInvestment for the Army's Future."
The fmaJ papers chosen for presentation were submitted by the following
agencies ( pecific totals from each are
in parenthesis): AMC (66); urgeon
General (15); Corps of Engineers (8);
Army Research Institute (5); and rwo
from other sources. All papers preeored, as well as supplemental papers,
were considered for awards which
included ca h honorarium , medallions, and certificates.
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FROM INDUSTRY

SCIENCE:
Investment for the Army's Future
By Gordon J. MacDonald

The following remarks, which have been edited to
meet space limitations, were originally presented
June 13th, 1990at the U.S. Army Science Conference
in Durham, NC. Gordon J. MacDonald, vice president
and chief scientist of the MITRE Corp. in McLean, VA,
discusses some key areas of science which he
believes may be of future benefit to the Army.
Army of the Future
For the Army, the rapidly changing face of the world will
require the creation of a future structure that is far different
than the one created to counter the forces of Warsaw Pact
nations in the post World War Il era. The Army of the 21st
century will have the unprecedented opportunity to exploit
current and developing technologies as it responds to new
threat and demanding economic realities. As the cupboard
ofapplicable technologies is depleted in the proces ofmeeting new challenges, it must be restocked through science.
This era of rapid change and new challenge presents the
Army with another unprecedented opportunity, that of
strengthening and enlarging the foundation ofscience within
Army laboratories, academia, and industry. Such a foundation will prOVide the Army with a window through which
it can view the opportunitie of the future.
In past times ofeconomic stringency and general perception of lessened external threats, the budgets for research
and development (R&D), particularly in basic science, were
the first to be cut. Such cuts must be avoided if available
opportunities are to be taken. I have some specific thoughts
on how to deal with this very real problem, but first, I wi b
to examine broadly the major area of science where rapid
developments can be anticipated and by whose support the
Army stands to gain. Scientific opportunities span such a
wide range of disciplines that it is possible to discuss only
a few of the most significant. If I miss your favorite, it is not
intentional.

Three Fundamental Technologies ofthe Future
The Army re earch program has quite properly given and
will continue to give priority to novel applications of relativel y well understood areas ofscience. However, in my view,
there are three areas ofba ic research that are likely to lead
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to dominating technologies in the future - -technologies
that will shape the nature of the Army in the mid-21st century.
The three areas of existing knowledge that have not been
fully exploited are: exploration of the physical and biological environment of the earth; the science of complex
information-processing networks, exemplified in the
extreme case by the brain; and the science of genetics and
cellular physiology at the molecular level. 0 doubt there
will be other innovations of comparable importance, but
whatever else may happen, technological revolurions in
these three areas will change the conditions of human life
and, in so doing, will affect the Army in major ways.

The Global Environment
Concern about the environment, particularly about global
changes such as greenhouse warming and ozone depletion,
will impel the development ofa new clas ofobserving tools
and data management capabilities that will greatly deepen
our understanding of the oceans atmosphere, and biosphere.
Understanding global environmental change requires knowledge about the entire earth system. The ultimate goal is to
develop a capability to predict both natural and humaninduced change that will occur in the future.

Limits on Predictability
By seeking to predict future environments, a critically
important problem is now being brought into focus: the
limits on predictability. The behavior of environmental systems is irregulaJ: or non-periodic, and is governed by coupled
sets of non-linear differential (or integral) equations. From
recent research, a clearer picture is emerging of non-linear
behavior and of the limits to which one may beable to predict
the outcomes ofspecific and precisely established initial conditions, even with virtually unlim.ited computing capability.
The key observation is that all non-linear systems contain
an inherent mathematical instability that causes errors in the
specification ofa system's state to grow exponentially in time.
A roundoff error or a finite-state representation ofa floating
point number in a computer are both subject to this same
instability.
The study of non-linear systems for diverse applications
will take as its goal the determination of the intrinsic instabilities ofa system's dynamics. Statistical prediction will then
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be based on an analysis of the way in wbich the system i
een to behave. Apparent statistical behavior is governed by
quantitie that are independent of any particular orbit and
can thus be applied to the analysis of all orbits. This new point
of view suggests the u e of innovative software design for
the analy is of simulation ,and of diagnostics for the determination of predictions. uch a viewpoint differs dramatically from one in which infinite accuracy is expected with
increa ingly powerful and precise computing capabiliry.
The limits to predictability have implications that go
beyond the model ing of environmental systems. Many of the
imuJations the Army u es are inherently nonlinear and their
fundamental limitations need to be clearly understOod.

Sensing the Environment
A start on quantitatively more intense exploration of the
environment wiII be made in the Earth Observing System.
This is a joint program that in olves the European Space
Agency, Japan, Canada, llnd the United States, with NASA
playing the lead role among government agencies. Pre ent
plans call for twO eries of polar-orbiting platforms.
A 15-year observational period will begin in the late 1990s
using three identical satellites per series each with a 5-year
lifetime. One series EOS-A, will focus onatrnosphericsoundings and surface imaging over many spectral bands.
The EOS-B serie will contain sensors for monitoring
changes in the high atmosphere, atmospheriC chemistry, and

In the future, advanced automation
and neurophysiology can be expected
to flourish as separate sciences,
with exploration of neural networks
providing a bridging function.

ocean circulation. The platforms have been sized to accommodate sensors in a way that maximizes the use of coincident opservations and minimizes atmospheric uncertainties.
In addition to the large platforms, a number of Earth probes
carrying instruments that do not depend on simultaneous
observations will be launched, including a Synthetic Aperture Radar, which goes up in 1999.
The real challenge of EOS is not in the design of the sensors
or platforms but in the management of the data. The complexity of the data management problem is illustrated by the
imple ob ervation that during the lifetime of EOS, some
50,000 terabytes of data will be collected. The tasks of
proce sing, archiving, and distributing this data to a very
large number of u ers scanered overrhe world present enormous new challenge. In addition, the e data must be com-
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bined with ground-based observations from large numbers
of sources. The Army will be faced with the task ofintegrating the flood of new information into its data ba e .
Over the decades, observations of the sort envisaged for
EOS will enhance our ability to predict weather and other
ehvironmental parameters within the limits discussed earlier.
The construction of very large data ba e with global coverage wil1 provide information that can be tran lated into
product that will as i t the Army in carrying OUl it rnis ion .
Clearly, the integration of vast amounts of new information
into the Army's structure requires both planning and an
understanding of how the data can be u ed, how large data
bases can be effectively managed, and how derived information can be rapidly disseminated.

Artificial Intelligence
The issues related to the management and understanding
of data obtained by environmental sensing system are
closely tied to the second technological development of the
future: the science of complex information proces ing
networks. This topic is often referred to by the unfortunate
but universally used term artificial intelligence. The revolution in complex information processing is already well
underway, as illustrated by the rapid development and proliferation ofcomputers and computer networks. Computers
in offices and homes are only the beginning; artificial
intelligence is an enterprise with grand aim and even
grander claims.
It is useful to divide activities in artificial intelligence into
three areas - A, B, and C - following Sir James Lighthill'
analysis of artificial intelligence for the nited Kingdom in
1972. Area A, where Astands for advanced automation, has
the objective of replacing human beings by machines for
specific purposes; for example, industrial assembly, military
reconnaissance, or even scientific analy i . A great deal of
work in area A has gone into pattern recognition, which
involves programming computers to read documents or to
recognize spoken word . In the more challenging ta k ,such
as recognizing speeCh from an untrained' speaker in the
presence of noise, little progress has been made.
Before referring to area B, the third area in Lighthill 's elas ification is labeled C, where C stands for computer-ba ed
central nervous system research. The objective here i to
understand the functioning of brains, either human or
animal, using the computer as a rool to complement and
interpret the facts ofe:"perimenral neurophy iology. A more
remote aim is to understand the architecture ohhe brain so
completely that we can borrow from the brain's architecture
to build new generations of computers.
The A, B, Cs of artificial intelligence are completed by
area B, the bridge which aims to connect automation with
brain function. For many years, the principal activity in area
B was building robot. Sophisticated robots have been cons~ucted and their programs loaded with increasing
amounts of external infotmation, yet the ability of a robot
to sen: e its surroundings and make judgment independently
of its preprogrammed set of instructions remains vanish·
ingly small.
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FROM INDUSTRY
Neural Networks
Over the last five years, another bridge has been built
between areas A and C, through the development of neural
networks. Neural networks attempt to mimic the basic building blocks of the brain: the nucleus; the signal input path
to the nucleus through dendrites; and the output path, the
axon. In a computer, the processing element has many input
paths and usually combines the values of these paths by
simple summation. The combined input is then modified
by a non-linear transfer function before the signal is passed
on to the next layer. The neural network can be trained by
comparing its output with the output that is desired fOr a
given input.
A number of examples of working neural nerworks have
been created, including texHo-speech, encoding of image
data, character recognition, and target classification.
Although impressive progress has been achieved in constructing working neural networks the process remains as
much art as science. Like roborics, neural networks are in
their infancy.

Computers of the Future
In the future, advanced automation and neurophysiology
can be expected to flourish as separate sciences, with exploration ofneural networks providing a bridging function. The
buildingofbridges connecting these sciences will be hastened
as the brain architecture in area C begins to be understOod
in detail. and the program architecture in area A begins to
acquire the sophistication of natural human languages.
In time, computer designers will be able to incorporate
the structures of neurophysiology into their designs, and
neurophysiologists will be able to monitor neural processes
with properly matched connections between brains and computers. When progre s has reached this point, the grand claims
of artificial intelligence, so prematurely made and so justly
ridiculed, wiU be closer to fulfillment. The building of truly
intelligent machines will then be possible. I would project
that these goals might be reached by the mid-21st century.
Even if artificial intelligence clears the first fence in the
21st century, human intelligence will remain far ahead for
the rest of the steeple chase as humans continue to learnfrom
machines. Despite the clear limitations of artificial intelligence, future work in this area is ofimmense importance to
tbe Army. As developments in the understanding of the
brain's architecture join with improvements in autOmation,
myriad advances in Signal processing and data management
can be expected. The automated battlefield will become reality, and the whole concept of projection offorce may change
drastically as machines replace men.

Genetic Engineering
The science of genetics and cellular physiology at the
molecular level goes under the infelicitous terms genetiC
engineering and biotechnology. Genetic engineering is
already established as a tool of manufacture in the pharmaceutical industry: bacteria are infected with alien genes
and cloned to produce in quantity the proteins which the
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alien genes specify. But the quantities of chemical materials
that can be produced in this way are at present small.
Genetic engineering makes economic sense today only for
producing drugs that can be sold at high unit price; it does
not yet begin to compete with conventional industrial processes for mass production of common chemicals. Agenetically engineered bacterium in a tank produces as much
material in one day ;IS a conventional combustion reactor
in the same tank would prOduce in one second. Biological
reactions are slow and require large volumes to produce a
substantia.! throughput of products. For this reason, genetic
engineering will not replace conventional chemistry as long
as geneticall}' engineered creations are confined to ranks
;lnd retorts.
But why are genetically engineered production processes
confined to tanks? One reason for confinement is concern
for environmental safety. Regulations in most countries
forbid the release of genetica.lly engineered creatures into
the open air, and even though fears ofgenetically engineered
monsters overrunning the earth are often exaggerated, it is
reasonable to be cautious in relaxing regulations.
Newly engineered creatures must be studied and understood before they are released; still, it seems likely that we
shall Learn in time to transfer genetic-engineering technology
from enclosed tanks to the open field without serious danger.
The implications of genetic engineering for the future
Army are, like those of artificial intelligence, immense. The
cap;lbility to specifically design materials means that the
Army would have access to novel, low-cost materials made
for a particular purpose.
Even without advanced outdoor genetic engineering,
advances can be expected in the design of the CBW:roxin
biosensor, which can be remotely deployed for perimeter
or far-forward troop warning. In addition, soldiers can be
immunologically enhanced to increase their protection from
novel agents that the enemy might obtain from his genetic
engineering activities. Similar techniques can be used to protect soldi.ers from naturally occurring, endemic infectious
disease organisms.
The benefits ofgenetic engineering have corne at a slower
pace th;ln many anticipated but there is no doubt that genetic
engineering will be prominent in shaping the world of the
21st century. Although the specific applicability of genetic
engineering to Army problems i still hazy, I am sure that the
future science of genetics and cellular physiology at the
molecular level will burn this haze away.

Conclusions
The sweeping changes now occurring in world affairs
present a unique opportunity for the Army to strengthen its
research activities. I have argued that three technologies environmental exploration, artificial intelligence, and
genetic engineering - will exert a primary influence on the
world and the Army of the 21st century. Others may wish
to add, delete, or modify this list; the derails are not significant. The science that underlies the technologies ofthe next
century is being conducted today, and the Army must be an
active participant if it is to wisely use these incipient technologies in the future.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

ASSIGNMENT LOCATIONS
FOR
RD&A OFFICERS
In response to a number of inquiries from officers concerning possible assignment locations for members of the
Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) and the RD&A related Functional Areas (FA), Army RD&A Bulletin will run a series of
articles listing current assignment locations for specific FAs.
The number of positions vary at each location according to
FA and grade requirements. Our intent is to provide readers
with a general knowledge of where the majority of RD&A
related assignments can be found. For specific information
on individual assignments, readers are advised to contact
their appropriate PERSCOM assignment officer. Following
is a list ofdury locations for Army officers in FA 51 (Research,
Development and Acquisition), and Area of Concentration
(AOe) 528 (Nuclear Weapons Research), where 51 and 528
are the primary position requirements. Those locations having AAC Critical Positions (4Z) are also listed. A future issue
will list assignment locations for FA 53 (Systems Automation),
FA 97 (Contracting and Industrial Management) and AAC
related 15C35 (Aviation/Intelligence) pOSitions.
ALABAMA
Fort Rucker:
us Army Aviation CeOler
US Army Aviation Dev Test ACt
Redstone Arsenal:
HQ US Army Missile Command
US Army Missile & Space Inst
S Army Missile Munitions Cit & Sch
PEO Air Defense
PEO Fire Supporr
Fort McClellan:
US Army Military Police School
US Army Chemical School
Hunuvllle:
US Army Strategic Defense Command

(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51/514Z)
51)
51)

51/514Z)
51/514Z)

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

ARIZONA
Fort Huachuca:
US Army Electronics Proving Ground
US Army Inlelligene< School

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

YWIl2:

US Army Proving Ground

(FA 51)

CALIFORNIA
Moffit Field:
US Army Aviation Research & Test Act
Livermore:
US Army Research Associale Group
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(FA 51)
(FA 51/52B)

(FA

51/514Z)

(FA 51)

GEORGIA
Fort Benning:
S Army Infantry School
Fort Gordon:
S Army Signal Center

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

HAWAIl
Camp Smith:
US Army Element Pacific Command
US Army Element PACOM Spec ACt

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

ILLINOIS
Rock Island Arsenal:
US Army Armament Munitions Activiry
US Army Armament Munitions & Chern Cmd
Fort Sheridan:
US Army ISC·USAREC

(FA S1/514Z)
(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51)

INDIANA
JeIferson Proving Ground:
U Army Jefferson Proving Ground
ForI BenJamln Harrison:
U Army Reserve Full Time Support

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

KANSAS
Fort Leavenworth:

US Army Comb Arms Ctc Cbt Dev ACt
US Army pace Inslilute

(FA 511528)
(FA 51)

KENTUCKY
Fort Knox:
US Army Armor School

(FA 51)

(FA 51)

FWRIDA
Orlando:
PM Training Device
MacDlll AFB:
US Army Element US Southern Command

(FA 51/514Z)

ALASKA
Fort Greely:
US Army Cold Regions Test ACtiviry

COWRADO
Colorado Springs (Peterson AFB):
US Army Element us Space Command

(FA 51)

MARYLAND
Andrews AFB:
L 0 HQ AI' Systems Cmd
Fort Meade:
Operational Group
USA Foreign CI ACt
USA!>lC Inldl Mat Act
Aberdeen Proving Gronnd:
USA Ordnance Center & School
USA Ballistic Research Laboratory
USA Human Engineering Laboratory
USA Materiel Systems Anal ysis Act
HQ USA Test and Eva] Command

(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(52B)
(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51)
51)
51)
51)
51)
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ChemiC2l Research Dev & Engr Cu
U
C TA
Fort Detrick,
U Army Medic21 R&D Command
Adelphi,
HQ U Arm)' Laboralory Command
Harry Diamond Laboratories
U Army urvh..bility Mgt Office
8ethesda,
US Army Element AFRRI

(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51/52B)
(FA 51)

(fA 51)

OKLAHOMA
Fort Sill,
U Arm)' Field Artillery ClI and Sch

PENNSYLVANIA

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

MICHIGAN
Detroil'
HQ U Army TACOM
TACOM Research Dev & Engr Clr
PEO ombat upporr
PEOA M

(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51/514Z)
51)
51/5l4Z)
51/514Z)

e .. Cumberland Army Depot,
US Army D POt New Cumberland

(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51/514Z)
51/514Z)
51/514Z)
51/514Z)

(FA 51)

NEBRASKA
Offutt AP8,
Joint trategic Planning taff

(52B)

NEW JERSEY
Fort Monmouth,
Infoonation ystem Mgl Activity
AMC Aug ElementU

Army Avionics Research Dev Act

U Army Electronics ""ch & Oev lab
U Army Communication & Elec Cmd
PEO Command & Control Systems
PEO Communication Systems
CECOM pace Cemer
PEO StrategiC Information Systems
LakehUBt,
Comm & EI Cmd Abn Elec Activity
Picatlnny,
Office of PM for Nuclear Munitioos
PEO Armaments
Armament Research Oev & Engr Ctr

(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA 51 15 14Z/52B)
(FA 5115HZ)
(FA 511514Z/52B)
(FA 51)
(FA 5l1514Z)
(FA 51)
(FA 51/514Z/52B)
(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51)

NEW MEXICO
White Sands Missile Range,
White Sands MissiJe Systems
US Army Atmospheric Sciences lab
Oir EO GW CM/CCM Joim Tst & Eval Dir
US Army Vulnerability Assessment Team
Kirtland AP8,
US Arm)' Elm DNA Fld CM

(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51152B)
51)
51)
51)

(fA 51152BI52B4Z)

NEW YORK
West Point,
HQ St2ff & FaCulty USMA
Watervliet,
Watervliet Arsenal
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TEXAS
Fort Hood,
Test E,..I & Exp Cmd (TEXCOM)
Fort Blls",
US Army Air Defense Artillery C,r
Kelly AFB,
US Army Element]T ELTRWFA

(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)

UTAH
HQ US Army Dugway Prm'ing Ground

MISSOURI
St. Louis,
HQ US Army Aviation SYStems Cmd
HQ TROSCOM
PEO Mlation
PM Light Helicopter
Fort Leonard Wood,
U Arm)' Engineer Center

(52B)

(FA 52B)

WatenowD:

Material Tecbnology Lab

{FA 51}

Durham,
Army Research Office

(FA 51/52B4Z)
(FA 51152B)
(FA 51)

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston,
Natick Re arch Dev & Engr Ctr

NORTH CAROLINA
Fort8ragg,
US Army JFK !Xcial Warfare Cenler

(FA 51152B)
{FA 5i}
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(FA 51)

VIRGINIA
Pentagon,
DCS Personoel
AOASA ROA
DC O!Xrations & Plans
US Army Element OSO
US Arm)' Element OJC
Oef Mob Sys Planning Gp
Navy Activities
Air Force Activities

US Army Equip Eva] Act
US Army IG Agency
U Army OJr MilO
Office of 'he Secre,ary of ,he Army
Legislative Liaison
Fort 8elvolt,
S Army Element Def Sy Mgt College
US Army Belvoir Resch Dev & Eogr Clr
US Army Nuclear Chemica! Activity
PEO SlAMJS
Fort Eustis,
US Army Tog Spt CIT
US Arm)' AvlaUon Logistics ACI
US Army l.tansportation School
Aviation Applied Technology Oir
Fort Lee,
US Army Log Mgt College
ArlJogton,
PEO Army S,rategJc Oef Cmd
PEO Unmanned 4erial Veh Jt Program
Cmd S)'s Integra, ion Office
Daileys Crossroads:
PEO STAMIS
US Army Element Joint
Activity
AJeXJlodrla,
US Army Elm Oef Nuclear Ageocy
U Total Army Personnel Command
US Army Research Iostitute
US Arm)' pace Program
HQ Army Materiel Command
US AMC IG Activit)'
US Army Special Projea Activity
Arm)' Acquisition Exec pI Agency

""51

(FA 51)
(FA 51151 Z)
(FA 511514Z/52B)
(FA ;1I52B)
(FA 511514Z152B)
(FA 51)
(FA; I 1514Z)
(FA 51)
{FA 51}
(FA ;1)
(FA 51)
(fA ;1)
(FA 51)
(FA 51/51 Z)
(FA 51)
(52B)
(FA 514Z)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)
(FA511514Z)
(fA 51/514Z)

(FA 511514Z)
(FA 51/514Z)
(FA 51)
(FA 5l4Z)
(FA 51)
(FA
(FA
(fA
(FA
(FA
(FA
(FA

51152B152B4Z)
51)
51)
511514Z)
51/514Z/52B)
51/514Z)
51)
(EA. 51/514Z)
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GERMANY

Falls Church,
US Army Opera[ional Tesl & Eval Agcy

(FA 51)

Fort Monroe:

HQ S Army TRADOC
TRADOC Combined Field Operations
US Army TRADOC Field Element
Vlnt Hill Farms Station:
Communications & Electronic5 Activity
PEO Intelligence & Electronic Warfare
Mclean:
PM Joint Tactical Fusion Program
Chariottsvlllc:
L;S Army Frgn SCI Team

(FA 51/526)
(fA 51)
(fA 51)

Bonn:
U Army tandardizalion Group
Hcldelburg:
HQ UASAREUR & 7th Army

(FA 51)
(FA 51)

BELGIUM
(fA 51)
(FA 5115 14Z)

Brussels:
NATO Inti Mil TE

(fA 51)

CANADA

(FA 51/514Z)
(fA 52)

Ottowa:
US Army t2nd2rdization Group

WASHINGTON DC
U Army ludies & Analy i Clr
Army lnuegic Defense initiative
S Army UpppOrl outside DOD
S Army Elm a[1 Der University
Def Comm Agency CC Engr Ct[

(FA ;1)

ITALY
(fA 51)
(FA 51/526)
(526)
(FA 51)
(FA 51)

Naples:
HQ Armed Forces OUlh

(FA ;1)

JAPAN
Yokota:
Technical cience Center

(FA 51)

WASHINGTON
KOREA

Fort Lewis:
U Army Developmental Employment Act

(fA 51)

OVERSEAS LOCATIONS

(FA 51)

UNITED KINGDOM
London:
US Army Standardization Group

AUSTRALIA
Canberra:
U Army Slandardization Group

US Army Element JUSMAG

(FA 51)

(fA 51)

RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
Army Patent Successes
The Army was awarded 163 patents in 1989, gaining a tie
for 501h place with Ford Motor Co., in a list of top U.S. patent
recipiems reported in the April 30, 1990 issue of New Technology Week. The Air Force and the Navy received 137 and
124 patents to place 64th and 73rd, respectively.
Army palems can be separated into three calegories:
advances thaI serve a need specific to the Army mission,
advances thaI have a clear applicalion for civilian use, and
discoveries likely to be imporunt in the future.
There are, of course, numerous examples of the flfSl
group - those serving a specific Army need and for which
there is no comparable civilian industry. The Army is the lead
service in developing propellants and explosives. Patents in
1989 from lhe Armaments RD&E Center (ARD.EC) in Doveli
NJ and from the Ballistics Research Lab al Aberdeen, MD
cover new methods for munitions synthesis and loading of
flame resisunt materials.
The Army also ha primary service responsibilily for
chemicallbiological defense. The Chemical RD&E Center
(CRDEC) at Edgewood, MD produced palents in 1989 for
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detection of toxic agents, decontamination, and prote live
garments.
Natick RD&E Center (NRDEC), atick, MA developed
patents for improved parachutes and the Tank-Automotive
Command in Warren, MI produced patents for improved
armor and turret traversing mechanisms. The Materials Technology Lab in Walertown, MA has also palented a design for
a reduced weight gun tube.
Many patents support the Army mission but also have clear
implications for dvilian u e. The Army is the principal driver
for helicopter evolution and, in 1989, the Avialion Sy lem
Command in St. Louis patented advances in helicopter cargo carriers and new anti-torque and air-foil designs. A parlicularly interesting patent covers an optical as embly lhat
permits a pilot better comrol over trailing ground linesenabling pick-up of soldiers from a battlefield or civilians
from a burning building.
The Tank-Automolive Command leceived palents on
tracked vehicle suspensions and steering mechanisms; both
may be useful in the design of heavy conslruction equipment.
Toxic waSle disposal is a crilkal world-wide need and the
Army is leading the way in developments. In 1989, CRDE ,
ARDEC, and NRDEC palented discoveries in air purification
and toxic agent detection and decontamination. Army med-
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ical research has produced patent activity in the development of vaccines effective against infectious diseases, a
wound gel for burn treatment, a blood substitute and a blood
preservative.
Discoveries with imPOftant long-range implications have
been made by the Army Missile Command in Huntsville, AL
on optical computing devices and super-directive antenna
aHays; while the Electronics Technology and Devices Lab
at Fort Monmouth, NJ and the Harry Diamond Labs at
Adelphi, MD have been proHfic in the patenting of new
devices including memories, infrared detectors, and magnetic field sources.
Advanced composite materials have been patented by
ARDEC and MTL. Perhapsmo timportantly; Army medical
research has produced patent activity in the development
of a vaccine against the AIDS virus.
The Army, while pursuing its ntis ion, contributes to the
growth of maturing technologies, thus staking its claim in
the U.S. market as a leader in developmental science.

System Promises
Faster Spares Acquisition
Tobyhanna Army Depot ha been designated an Army site
for a new, progressive manufacturing technology that promises to reduce the acquisition time for sparepans by as much
as 90 percent. Rapid Acquisition of Spare Parts (RASP) is a
flexible, computer integrated manufacturing system that is
part of the Army's plan to establish an Army Materiel
Command-wide automated fabrication network, according
to Frank Estock, chief of the depot's Engineering Branch.
There are currently twO components of RASP: Small
Manufactured Parts (SMP) and Printed Wire Assemblies
(PWA). "Ann; ton Army Depot and Letterkenny Army Depot
are both conducting feasibility assessments to determine
what is required to become a SMP RASP site. Tobyhanna's
effort will be investigating PWA requirements but it will later
be expanded to include SMPs," Estock said.
"With RASp, ifsomeone wants a part or a circuit card, they
will send us a computer file which will contain the drawing
in a digital, neutral format as well as all the product information necessary to quickly manufacture the part," Estock
explained.
One of the inherent problems with the Army's current
spares manufacturing process is the lack of a unified computer software system. With RASp, one standardized software
system will be cho en so that all personnel will have the
information formatted and stored identically. This total lntegration ofall facets of the manufacturing process, including
order entry, production, inventory control, and manufacturing engineering, will provide a highly efficient and top
quality manufacturing environment that will reduce not only
procurement time but cost as well.
The first phase of the program, a feasibility assessment,
will be completed in the fiscal 1991 timeframe. The design
phase will take place in fiscal 1992 and implementation is
scheduled to begin in fiscal 1993.
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Study Compares
Housing Construction
A 5-year study by a Corps of Engineers lab could dispel
beliefs that manufactured housing is of lesser quality than
conventional construction.
"A well built manufactured home is just as sound as a well
built conventional one," says Robert Neathammer, team
leader at the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL). Neathammer, who led the study, points
out "you can also have shoddy conventional construction
- it all depends on the builder."
In the study, 200 factory-built housing units were compared to 144 conventionally constructed units in a family
housing complex at Fort Irwin, CA. All units were basically
the arne, with fWO bedrooms, one bath, and 950 net square
feet. Congress authorized the project in 1982 to determine
if the defense construction budget could be trimmed by using
manufactured housing.
The study compared first cost, annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, and occupant satisfaction over five
years. O&M data were collected for only those O&M costs
related to the structure.. 'We were studying the construction
type - so we took out items like refrigerators, other appliances, roadways, sidewalks, and so on that have nothing to
do with the way the hou ewa built," Neathammer explains.
The O&M data coUected over the five years showed minor
differences in the fWO types ofconstruction. Amajor expense
was incurred for repairing the eaves on the manufactured
units. To transport the roofing sections more easil)', the
manufacturer had provided hinged fOof eaves that were
folded into place onsite. These were secured with only metal
straps and a few nails so that with time, they began to sag,
and in one case, even feU off the house. AU of the eaves
needed repairs.
Gas and electrical consumption were monitored during
the study. The manufactured housing consumed more
energy than the conventionally built units; however, the
difference was less than $27 per unit per year.
Critical to the factory units' acceptability was occupant
satisfaction. According to LTC John Wright, director of
engineering and housing at Fort Irwin, "Residents' satisfaction was about the same in both types. In faCt, most residents
did not know how the units were built and could not tell
a difference from living in them." The re ults of a questionnaire given to vacating occupants confirmed this, showing
no difference in satisfaction for the overall units and specific components such as floors, walls, and heating and cooling systems.
The study concluded that, with tighter quality control at
the factory and during onsite assembly, this type ofmanufactured housing could provide the durability and esthetics
required of military construction. Whether it can do this at
a significantly lower first cost to the government than conventional housing was not suppotled by this study.
"For the study, DOD specified how manufacturers were
to design their units," eathammer says. uThi may have
affected the first cost. As it turned out, the housing units cost
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about the same." He notes that, given the flexibility to design
their own units, manufacturers may be able to offer a lower
first cost, but "that isn't evident from the study."
Neathammer further notes that the manufactured units a.re
providing much needed housing for military families at Fort
lewin. He said "participation in the study was productive and
results uppon the Corps' recent policy to allow manufactured housing as a contractor option for new Army facilitie ."

CERL, Industry
Sign CPAR Agreements
The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Re earch Laboratory (USACERL) in Champaign, IL, has signed three Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRDAs) with
non-government organizatiOns to jointly conduct research
into innovative con truction technologie . The CRDAs
oJidify partnership berween USACERL and the industry that
will hare the cost of the project as pan of the Construction Productivity Advancement Research (CPAR) program.
The three advanced technologies that USACERL and its
partners will rudy are mechanically a sisted masonry construction, de truction ofasbestos-containing wa te material
using a plasma arc torch, and a low- cost personal computerbased ystem for compliance with the federal Occupational
Safety and Health.Administration (OSHA) hazardous communications standard.
"The e agreements are a unique opportunity to share R&D
re ources between the Corps lab and the private construction industry," said Dr. Louis R. Shaffer, USACERL technical
director. "For several years we've been working with the private sector in marketing our proc1ucts, but under CPAR, we'll
actually be co-developing technologies. We're very excited
about expanding our relation hip with the industry."
SACERL' partners for these projects represent a diverse
cross section of the private ector. To study robOtically
assisted masonry, USACERL has joined with the International
Masonry Institute (LMI), an organization that serve union
masonry craftsmen and contractors. The plasma arc project
will be conducted jointly with three partners: the Georgia
Institute of Technology, Asbestos Abatement Technology,
Inc., and Plasma Energy Corp. Each will contribute equipment, personnel, or funding to the study. For the OSHA compliance PC system, ACERL will work with ortheast Louiiana University and local chapters from rwo labor unions.
The CPAR program is funded by Congress under the
amended 1988 Water Resources Act as an effort to enhance
the .S. construction industry's productivity and competitiveness through the use of new or innovative technologies.
The opportunity to form partnership berween government
lab and industry had earlier been made po sible by the 1986
Stevenson Wydler Technology Transfer Act. To participate
in a CPAR project, a non-government partner signs a CRDA
and agrees to share the research COSt with the Corps of
Engineers.
Negotiations for the three CRDAs ranged from one to six
months. Acknowledging the relatively long process,
USACERL Attorney Bill Woodatd said' 'This i a brand new
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program and many of the legal aspects simply could not be
anticipated for the original working document." He added
that the past year's experience has been valuable in suggesting a more flexible legal framework, so that "Hopefully we'll
see a smoother process for the next round."
The projected start and completion time lapse before
products are available i one to three years. This timeframe
is in comparison to the average of 17 years that studies have
shown as the normal time for bringing a product from concept to market in the construction industry.
When a product is ready for commercialization, profit
sharing among the partners will berenegoriated through contracts such as exclusive licensing agreements. The CRDA is
simply an agreement to joint ownership of the technology.
Because of the wide diversity in products expected from
CPAR project , all contracts must be handled on a case-bycase basis. But profit may not be the only motive for some
CPAR partners. According to Dr. S. L. Camacho, vice president of research at Plasma Energy, Inc. and inventor of the
plasma arc torch, "We don't expect to make a lot of money
on this particular use of the technology. We're mainly
involved in the CPAR project because we have an interest in
doing what we can to help clean up the environment." He
added that using the plasma arc torch to destroy asbestos will
provide exposure for his company's technology, which they
would like to expand to other environmental cleanup and
recycling efforts.
The Corp has approved three more CPAR projects at
USACERL for FY90. Total funding for USACERL's FY90
projects will exceed g1 million.

Competitive Procurement
Saves $9 Million
Government savings of 89 million are estimated as the
result ofcompetitive acquisition ofspare parts and elimination of manufacturer rework associated with the AN/TPQ- 37
Firefinder Radar system.
The AN/TPQ-37 is used for locating hostile artillery
weapon systems. A high power microwave transmitter is a
major subsystem of the AN/TPQ-37. Recently, the .S. Army
Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (ETDL)
assisted the U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command's (CECOM) Manufacturing Technology Directorate in
overcoming a problem that pre,'ented the competitive
acqui ition of spare parts for the transmitter.
The Army had preViously purchased, on a sole source
basis, isolation and power transformers as required system
spare parts. However, 40 percent of the spare parts failed,
causing system manufacturers the expense of repairing the
failed units or custom-building replacements.
At CECOM's request, ETDL reviewed the technical data
package recommending changes to the spare parts pecifications and acceptance test ctiteria to insure the transformers
are of high quality and fully compatible with the current
system. A survey of potential vendors indicates that a competitive acquisition and elimination of the system manufacturer's rework should result in the 89 million avings.
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CONFERENCES
• International Seminar on Plastic Waste Minimization Through Source Reduction,Jan. 28-30, 1991. AdditiOnal information: Dr. S.P. \Xfolsky, Ansum Enterprises, Inc.,
1900 Cocoanut Road, Boca Raton, FL 33432, Telephone
(407) 391-3544 or fax (407) 750-1367.
• Fifth International Seminar on Lithium Battery
Technology and Applications March 4-6, 1991. Additional information: Dr. Sumner P. Wolsky, Ansum Enterprises, Inc., 1900 Cocoanut Road, Boca Raton, FL 33432,
Telephone (407) 391-3544 or fax (407) 750-1367.
• CORROSION/91, March 11-15,1991, ponsored by the
National Association of Corrosion Engineers. Additional
information: Peggy Parson, (713) 92-0535.

• Smoke/Obscurants Symposium XV, April t6-18,
1991, spon ored by the .5. Army Chemical RD&E Center.
Additional information on presentation of papers. abstracts,
or the conference: Judy Cole, (804) 865-7604 and telefax
(804) 865-8 21; or Walter Klimek, (301) 671-2260, AV
584-2260, or telefax (301) 671-2968.
• 22 nd Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling
and Simulation, May-2-3, 1991, sponsored by niversit}'
of Pill burgh School of Engineering. Additional information
on paper submissions or the conference: William G. Voght
or Marlin H. Mickle, Modeling and imulation Conference,
348 Benedum Engineering Hall, University of PiltSburgh,
Pill burgh, PA, 1;261.

BOOK REVIEWS
MANPRINT -An Approach to
Systems Integration
Edited by Harold R. Booher
New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990
Reviewed By MAJ Elaine Howell,
U.S. Air Force Impacts Office

Dr. Harold Booher and his cast ofcontributors have created
what will surely become a standard text for introducing
human element in y terns design to the layman. I must
point out immediately that this book addresses MA PRI T
as a philo ophy for integration. and not the specific Army
program of the arne name. The MA PRINT philo ophy,
which has been enthusiastically adopted by the Army over
the pa t few years is an idea whose time has come.
Li ving as we are under increasing pressure to cut our forces,
yel faced with the undeniable need to modernize and maintain our lechnological edge, 11\ PRINT offers managers a
palatable alrernative. To make the MA PRINT philosophy
work, however, leaders and managers mu r be educated both lO the problem and to the solution. This compilation
of papers by recognized human faclOrs experts may prove
to be a giant step forward in providing that education.
The book itself i written by a miscellany of comribulOrs
that compri e a wide range of human factors expertise and
experience. The book is organized into four parts: Part I,
Organization/Management Context; Part n, User-Centered
Design Advances; Part III, y terns Integration Methodologies; Pan I ,Source of User-Centered Technology. Butdon't
let the title mi lead you - the writing is interesting and
refreshing, laced with many examples and plentiful refer-
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ences, and with few exceptions, understandable by those
who are not engineers. The graphics and illustrations are
clear and well situated to the relevant text.
Chapter VI, Conceptual ystem Design and the Human
Role, should be made required reading for every military
manager, engineer or operator who might po sibly have contact with sy ·tems design and acquisition. The sermon that
we in the daily "manpower, personnel, training and afety
(MPTS) business" have been preaching for years has been set
down cogently, coherently, comprehensively and concisely
by Harold E. Price of the Es ex Corporation. In this chapter
you will find some eye-openers for the unconvinced, as well
as a double shot ofafflCmation for tho e already in the choir.
The MANPRI T book bring home tbe major pOint of
why we need iOlegrated human factors in systems design and
acqui ition: the effects of the' 'domains" (manpower, peronnel, training, safety, human engineering and health
bazards)on each other; the huge life-cycle co t ofMPT and
the potential for savings when the man-machine interface
is de igned-in from concept initiation; the consequences of
trying to compen ate for design byincreasing m~npoweror
training; and the opportunity to use our full technological
capabilities. It is capped, in Part IV, by a series of articles on
relevant data bases, the state of current knowledge about
MPTS issues, proposed research and development. and strategies for providing MPTS expertise through our national
educational system.
MANPRINT - An Approach to Systems Integration is
oriented to managers. designers, users ~nd student. The
book should be of value to anyone interested or involved in
ystems design or acquisition. The cost is 42.95. Copies
are available from Van ostrand Re.inhold, Mail Order
Department, P.O. Box 668, florence, KY 41022-0668,
1-(800) 926-2665.
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FROM
THE
ARMY
ACQUISITION
EXECUTIVE...
Declining defense dollars ha e expo ed flaws in the
way that we in government, and our industrial partners have approached the funding and management
of many of our development and productiOn efforts.
Reductions in defense dollars will lead to the production ofsmaller numbers of fewer weapon systems, and
this limited production will ine itably lead to a smaller
and more competitive industrial base. Both government and industry need to reexamine some of our
past practices.
Although the basic concept of the defense acquisition process is simple that process i complex in it
execution. The process starts with research and development and ends with the production and fielding of
new weapon systems. Production has been performed
in nearly all instances by the developing contractor.
In the past some firms would "buy-in" during the
development stage, assuming that they would be able
to "get well" several years later in production. Some
firms would invest their own money in development
(often with government encouragement), again expecting to "get well" later.
In past years, "buy-ins" and "get wells" were lowrisk to the contractors because development was
invariably followed by substantial production. In
today's environment, development programs may conclude without any production or with substantially
reduced production. The current fielding squeeze has
exposed what has always been the flaws in the practice of "buy-ins" and "get wells." In my opinion, that
practice was ne er appropriate.
The solutions to this problem are severalfold:
The government must pay fully for re earch and
development and all orher up-front efforts. We must
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secure technical rights from the developing contractor so we can preserve the option to compete in
production. Contractors should keep fair profits in
mind when bidding these contracts. These practices
will have the added benefits of exposing true development costs and precluding an automatic commitment
to the contractor who developed the technology.
Follow-on production should be considered a new
effort with no guarantee for the developer. We may,
in a competitive environment, select another production source.
Development contracts will rarely be fixed-price. A
major challenge in cost-type development contract
will be injecting cost and chedule discipline into the
process. Adding tough cost incentive feature to these
contract may be nece ary.
While it is likely that tight defen e budgets will be
with us for the next everal years, the change to our
acquisition trategie will serve as a foundation on
which an improved relationship between government
and industry is built. Our goal is to develop new technologies and produce modern weapon ysterns to meet
our future defense needs. Because production i no
longer assured, we, in government, will pay comractors fully, including a fair profit, to develop new capabilities. This is just plain good business. Even if our
funding were to return to the relatively robu t days of
the 19805 I believe we should continue to pursue the
approach described here for managing our development and production efforts.

Stephen K. Conver
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